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We Offer You the following Low I'rice?

Good from Sept.

24th to October 4th inclusive.
Sugar t5 pounds for

3 1.00
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Shirts -- Excellent

quality 50 cents each.

S3. 50,

Men's I.aundred
Neckwear from

100 pounds
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cents up.

Our stock of nnderwear of all kinds, shoes, men's hats, dry
gooria aud hardware Is complete and

at attractive prices.
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motto of the manufac' urers of this celebrated line of ooda
is "The Recoiisetlon of Quality Remains Long After the
Price is Forgjotton."
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SNOV & CO.

Premiums!

Premiums!

Premiums!

With tho Excoptiou of Four Items; viz. Sugar, Clhr, Flour
and Products; We Give Yoa With E ath Ca.b FttfclkSEe a Cash Rtg-iht-

ii

Tiekt.
o'i.oo in these tickets oatitlos bearer to 23 ets. free in nidse.

"
"
"
"
"
"
Premihtn Worth booking After.
Abmit the Kith, to the 2oih. of the coming Oetoher, wa will mov
our aiook of goodi to the Post Ollice building.
Give ti a trial.
We solicit your patronage.
2ooo "
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Taos Trading Co.
Taos, New Mexico.
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Prospector
NEW

MEXICO.

blows.

The button trust

Is

In

trouble

New York. It never pr.ys to
button too far.

In

trutt

Lobsters are said to be becoming
scarce. Probably they have wearied
of being scalded alive.
Mr. Kipling's latest stems to combine the melodious flow of Whitman
with the lucld'ty of Browning.

After all, It s a little funny to see a
gentleman as tickled with
his automobile as a boy with a new

semi-elderl-

Grand Monarque Said to Have Squandered $5,000,000 in This Way.
Twenty thousand dollars for a
pearl scarfpln, $16,000 for a
rearl stud, $4,940 for a coat fastener
formed of a white bouton pearl with
gold bar, $850 for seven buttons en
Ei'lte and $775 for a pair of brilliant
s'f.tve links these are a few of the
ptlces realized at the recent sale In
London of a noble marquis' Jewelry.
But, after all, everything Is comparative, and tho marquis' gems, rare and
tostly though they are, would hnve
been quite eclipsed by Louis XIV's
(ersonal Jewelry. The "grand monarque" had many crazes, but for buttons ho had a positive mania.
In a
single year, 1C85, he squandered $600.-00on them, and some of his purchases are well worth glancing at.
On Aug. 1, 1685, he bought two
buttons for 67,966 francs and
seventy-fivdiamond buttons for
francs. The buttons for a single
vest cost Ixinls $200,000.
Of the 264
"boutonnieres" used 162 contained five
diamonds each, while the remainder
were single diamonds.
In all, the
"great monarque" Is said to have
ppent $5,000,000 on buttons alone.
drop-shape- d

Your straw hat. too, often takes a
notion to bbow which way the wind

y

sled.

In the Important matter of the arrangement of its bones, the swordflsh
shows a great improvement on the
shad.

c

e

686,-70-

3

Complete calm prevails at Bogota,
although a new administration has
8ACRED SHRINE OF JAPAN.
come In. Make a chalk mark on your
stove pipe.
Where Devotees Pray for Safety of
Absent Ones.
A multitude of doctors could cure
A
custom of the Japanese
romantic
the majority of their patients if they
were only able to prescribe a larger Is described in the "Kokoro" of
Hearn.
it Is narrated that
bank account.
those who are anxious for the safety
Uncle Russell Sage has the satis- of absent ones repair to the mountain
faction of knowing that no scapegrace of Dakeyama to perform a singular
rite. There is a shrine at the sumeon will ever dissipate his
mit to commemorate a princess of anwealth.
tiquity who dally watched hopelessly
The author of the phrase, "What is until she pined and died, when her
was changed into stone.
One
the constitution between friends?" has body
looks with the eyes of a believer
Just died in New York. But his spirit who
El III sees the princess on Mount Dagoes marching on.
keyama in the shape of a perpendicuBefore her shrine are
King Edward is going to travel In- lar rock.
cognito, but the conductor probably heaps of pebbles and those who ascend
of
will make him sign his right name to pray for the safe
one they love take a pebble away with
on the back of his pass.
them as a talisman. And when at
Living expenses may have increased last reunited with the beloved another
15 per cent, but It Is asserted that dy- pilgrimage Is made to the shrine on
ing expenses have grown in the same Dakeyama to replace tho pebble, with
a handful of others, in devotional
latio and there you are.
gratitude.
Scientists claim to have discovered
microbe, but It is quito
the
Balancing Accounts.
likely the varmint will continue doing Now wliat do I owe you
for all of thla?
business at the same old stand.
For the Bummer's Joy by wood and
Laf-cadl- o

hard-earne-

home-comin-

g

old-ag- e

cliff;

The young husband ought always
to praise the young wife's first cake,
and, unless his health Is delicate, he
ought to do his best to try to eat it
The Bridgeport attorney who has
Just wedded his stenographer will
now learn the great difference between dictating and being dictated to.
It will utterly dumfound all of the
Dusty Rhoadses In the country to hear
that a Boston man has committed
Euicide because he could find no work
to do.
The suggestion that the application
of olive oil will stop the itching of
mosquito bites, published Just at this
time, is bound to boom the sweet-oi- l
market.
All the recent

information about
the antarctic continent leads Irresistibly to the conclusion that it Is one
cf the best places on earth to stay
away from.
A New York car conductor found
$1,500. hunted up the owner, and re-

turned it. and was given a Canadian
quarter. Question: Is the world growing better or Is it not?
may be regarded as a confirmed old bachelor when his mental
emotion excited by the word "sweethearts" Is less vivid than that excited
by the word "sweetbreads."
A man

How young the writer must be who,
noting that Mr. George Bernard Shaw
has recently celebrated his
birthday, adds that he "has
kept his youthful figure and spirits"!
forty-eight-

h

New Jersey is about to abolish its
toll roads.
When this reform has
been accomplished and the mosquitoes exterminated New Jersey will be
considered eligible for admission Into
the nnion.
Accepting

For the wooded nook and the stolen
kiss:
g
For the fright and delights In the
skiff;
For the fingers, cool and pink and slim.
Entwined with mine, and the happy
laugh?
Come, what do I owe you, O maiden
trim?
But. remember, of all of It you had
half.
Now what do I owe you, O maiden
Bweet,
For the moonlight walks down the
shining beach?
For the Joys I know on the driftwood
seat.
When we were afar and alone with
each?
Njw what do I owe for he look in your
eyes,
The nectar my soul leaped out to quart?
Come, whisper me, dear, how the balance
lies.
of all of it you had
But.
half.
Now, what do I owe you? Take Into account
The pleasure It gave me to help you
up,
Up the scarred old cliff it was ours to
mount;
The pleasure It gave me to touch the
cup
Where your own red lips touched the
driupJng rim.
And tell me. oh. tell me, and do not
laugh.
t
For the Joy that shall last till life's
grows dim.
But remember, of all of It you had
half.
Houston Post
llg-h-

Moses and Pharaoh.

Certain summer tourists visited a
Highland church about five years ago,
when the worthy clergyman chanced
to be expounding the story of the de- srruction of Pharaoh and his host. His
peroration was in these sublime
words: "And Mossus and his people
crossed ofer safely to the other side,
but Pharaoh and his host were submerged in the water. And Pharaoh
lifted up his eyes and saw Mossus
standing safely on the other side,
and he ciied and said, 'Oh, Mossus,
safe me!' But Mossus nefer let on
that he was hearing him. And he
cried again, and said, 'Oh, Mossus,
safe me, and I will let the children of
Israel go!' And Mossus turned and
looked at him, and said, 'Pharaoh, I
think I haf seen you pefore.' " Scottish American.

as true the estimate that
of coal mining will exhaust
all the veins of anthracite it is easy
Snakes' Eyes Never Closed.
to see how the time may be extended
Snakes may almost be Baid to have
to twice that period by a strike every glass eyes. Inasmuch as their eyes
other year.
never close. They are without lids,
and each Is covered with a transparNew York is congratulating herself ent scale, much resembling glass.
on the healthiest summer she has When the reptile sheds its outer skin
seen' for ten years. One reason may the eye scales come off with the rest
be that most of the weaklings died of the transparent envelope out of
from pneumonia in that awful time which the snake slips. This glassy
last winter.
eye scale Is so tcugh that it effectually protects the true eye from the
Six hundred years ago on the 20th twigs, sharp grass and other obstrucof July was born Francesco Petrarch, tions which the snake encounters in
the world's greatest love poet. And Its travels, yet It is transparent
leve Is Just as much In fashion as it enough to allow the most perfect
was the first time he ever wrote a vision. ThuB, if the snake has not a
line to Laura.
glasu eye, it may, at any rate, be said
to wear glasses.
Can this Reggie Vanderbilt who is
being praised for refusing to lend
Little Nutriment In Strawberry.
money to a titled but Impecunious
The Iancet, ever keen In its task
foreigner be the same Reggie who of disillusionment, analyzes the strawwas lately separated from aome of his berry to show Its lack of nutritive
wealth In a New York gambling
The analysis is as follows:
value.

ffty years

Down In New Haven they are talking of erecting a monument to Eli
Whitney, the Inventor of the cottoa
Kin. This may seem a tardy act, bat
when a man has to wait 100 years for
a monument It settles beyond doubt

that

his memory is worth It.

Take Exercise Dally.
The first thing needed to keep the
Peculiarities Attending and Preceding tissues healthy and strong and tho
various organs in good working orThunderstorms Noted.
A
great camuloiis
thunderbead der Is a certain amount of exercise
cloud, towering up on the horizon like tekon every day. Regularly taken exa huge flamboyant iceberg, is often ercise strengthens the' heart, thereby
higher than the highest Alps would be causing that great organ to pump the
fluids of tho body to the remotest
If they were piled on top of the Himand thereby Improving nutrition
alayas.
It is not unusual for these clouds to and caurlng all the other organs to do
measure five, six, and even eight their natural work and to take a delight so to speak, In doing their namiles from their flat, dark base, hovering a mile or two above the world, to tural work.
their rounded, glistening summit,
splendid In the sunlight. And In theso
Men as Actresses.
eight miles the changes of temperaJapan boasts of several brilliant
ture are as great as those over many
but, strangely enough, she afthousand mllos of tho earth's surface.
These clouds contain strata of temper- fords no encouragement to actresses.
ature, narrow belts of freezing cold Women's parts are played by men,
alternating with large distances of and played excellently well. too. Japrainy mist and frozen snow and ice anese boys who are destined for a
stage career are brought up entirely
particles.
Hailstones, which are formed from by members of the feminine sex. By
a snow particle that falls from the the time that they are midway In
upper strata and is frozen hard in the their teens they have acquired all the
freezing belt and coated with added usual female characteristics.
Ice on the wet belt, are often found
with a series of layers In their formaSultan's Title.
tion, showing that they have passed
The sultan of Turkey has seventy-onthrough this succession of cloud
titles and on the parchment constrata more than once on their way taining
them are the words "as many
from the upper air to the earth.
more as may be deBtred can be addChicago Chronicle.
ed to this number." Among the titles
aro "Abdul Hamld, the Eternally VicTO CURE RATTLESNAKE
BITE. torious," "the Eternally Smiling,"
"the Eternally Invincible," "DistribuRemedy Not aa Generally Known as tor of Crowns to the Heroes Seated
It Should Be.
on the Thrones" and "Shadow of God
The following suggestion of a cure on Earth."
for rattlesnake bites has been received.
The recipe has frequently
Longevity In Europe.
been published In the papers during
Of all European countries France
the past twenty years, it will do no
I
the most favorable to longevity; of
harm to reproduce it:
every
1,000 persons forty-fou- r
reach
"Dr. S. Whitehorn, who has practhe age of seventy.
In Norway the
ticed medicine for fifty-twyears, and number Is forty, in Sweden thirty-three- ,
has had much experience in the treatthirty-one- ,
Switzerland
ment of rattlesnake poison, recom- V. irty, Italy
England twenty-seven- ,
Germends permanganate of potassium many twenty-six- .
Spain twenty-four- .
as a practically lnfalllable remedy
twenty-three- ,
Hungary eightHe uses it in solution about one grain Austria
een.
to one ounce of water. He injects
this solution, as soon as possible, In
Can't Interfere.
and around the wound, after having
"Your daughter plays a great deal
either sucked the poison from the
wound or squeezed It out with the ot classical music in a rather orighands as much as risible.
The inal way," remarked tho man with
effect of the remedy may be increased, gold glasses. "Yes," answered Mr.
where necessary, by taking internally Cumrox, regretfully. "She bought the
a quantity of the solution, in the pro- pla.no and the music out of her own
portion of two grains in three or four spending money, and I suppose she
feels that she has a right to do what
ounces of water."
the pleases with them."
CL0UD8 EIGHT MILES HIGH.

BUTTONS.
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Whistler a Poor Customer.
"C'.rlously enough," remarks
Menpes, "whenever one cams In
contact with Whistler one entirely
l
one's own affairs and became completely occupied with his. The fit of
the master's coat was far more Important to mi than my own artistic
work. At the tailor's Whistler would
give an elaborate description of how
a certain coat was to be made and
tho tailor would carry out his directions literally. But no sooner had
the man accomplished the work than
Whistler would say: 'This Is all wrong.
HOW dare you say that it is what I
told you to do? I am a painter. It
is not my business to make coats.
That Is your province. Therefore you
should have led me to do what you
knew to be right.' "

Woman Mountain Climber.
By far thn most expert woman
mountaineer In the world Is Mrs. Fanny Bullock Workman. In the Himalayas she has climbed to an altitude of
22,568 feet.
On the same occasion
i er husband brolto tho world's record
for men by 311 feet, by climbing
feet up a mountain 24,479 feet
high.
Mrs. Workman Is of medium
height, and there Is nothing In her appearance to suggest the strength she
i'as displayed In some of her wonder-:u- l

LIFT TEN POUNDS.

COULDN'T

Doan's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Making Him Feel Twenty--IvYears Younger.
e

23,-!D- 4

J. B. Corton.
a r m e r and
lumberman,
of
Dcppe, N. C,
.

says:

"1 suffer-

ed for yea. J
with my back.
It was so had
that I could not
walk any
nor even
ride
in easy

feats.
University Celebration.
The University of Freiburg had a
grand celebration recently processions,
fireworks,
illuminations, addresses, the occasion being tho rounding out of the number of students to
2,000.
One of the speakers referred
to the fact that the number 1,000 was
reached in 1885, and he was much applauded when he pointed at a babe
In the arms of a nurse as the future
student.

dls-tsn-
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could have raised ten
hot believe
pounds of weight from the ground, the
pain w- -s so severe. This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly relieved me
and now I am never troubled aa I
was. My back is strong and 1 can
walk or ride a long distance and feel
Just as strong as I did twenty-fivyears ago. I think so much ot Doan's
Kidney Pills that 1 have given a supply of the remedy to some of my
neighbors and they have also found
good results. If you can sift anything
from this rambling note that will be
of any service to you, or to any one
suffering from kidney trouble, you are
at liberty to do
A TRIAL FREE Address 7oster-Milhur-n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers; price, 50 eta.
I

e

Unresisting Victims of Button Trust.
Why are there two buttons, or even
one, on the sleeves of a coat? The
writer took a census of hlB buttons
and fount' that 60 of them were unnecessary. He is particularly anxious
aa to the two buttons behind on a
frock coat. Taking a survey of the
whole human family he finds that
there are 800,000,000 buttons worn, all
of them useless. Philadelphia Led-

,."

ger.

Her best fellow came up to the
Bcratch the other night and the result
was a parlor match.

Caste

Among Ants.
In death, as In life, the ants are
aristocrats and rigid observers of caste

Every housekeeper should know
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will Bave not only time, because it
never sticks to the tron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up In
tno dead.
ages, and the price is the same, 10
cents. .Then again because Defiance
Making It Emphatic.
Starch is free from all Injurious chemConcerning a certain archdeacon In icals. If your grocer tries to sell you a
package It Is because he has
Itif .......... nrmrnti a ia)a
rf lll.JV, V.!
w
ii.iis told. He forbade one of his friends a stock on hand which he wishes to
to call him "doctor," saying, "If you dispose of before he puts In Defiance.
call me doctor I will do the same for He knows that Defiance Starch has
you."
"Oh, but you can't," replied printed on every package In large lettho other. "I am not a doctor." "You ters and figures "16 ozs." Demand
soon will be," was the answer. "J'll Defiance and save much time and
money and the annoyance of the iron
he
if I am," came the retort.
ticking. Defiance never sticks.

distinctions. For ants have their cemeteries, and It is characteristic that
the poor aphides and other slaves cap- tured in war are buried, not with their
masters, but near the back fence,
among the burdocks and ragweods,
the potter's field of the ants' city of

j
i
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Elephants Long for Freedom.
In captivity elephants always stand"
up when they sleep, but when in tho
jungle. In their own land and home,
they He down. The reason given for

When a husband and wife are of one
mind It 1h a pretty safe bet that the
mind belongs to the wife.

If a man has any sense nt all in h'"
love affairs, he loses It when he scents
a rival.

appeared.

the difference between the elephant
in captivity and In freedom Is that
the animal never acquires complete
confidence in his keepers, and always
longs for liberty.

Value of Moderate Eating.
No matter what kind of food Is
taken, the quantity should be small.
The human body can live and thrive
and work on a surprisingly small
quantity of nourishment. Great model atlon In eating is, therefore, one of
the keys that unlock the doors of
long living.

Greater New York's Pay Roll.
Some Idea of the size of Greater
New York may be gained by the statement that there are 40,000 employes
cn the pay roll. This is a greater
number than many South American
republics and petty monarchies of the
old world carry, including their standing armies.

Wail From a Captain-Poet- .
Greatest Misfortune of Life.
Mayors appear to have had their
"Hope springs eternal In the human
breast"
two centuries ago. At ltiele-feld- ,
(I wlBh hair sprang that way on my troubles
Germany, there is a tombstone
bald head):
And, so, I send 'round (stamped and with this inscription:
"Here lies JoAn envelope and chunks of mental hannes Burggreve, who considered his
election as burgomaster of this city
thing in "prose and worse" that the greatest misfortune of his life."
I nave dashed
Off In an Idle moment, or with
have blaBted, or, perhaps, reThe Day's Length.
hashed
By a simple rule, the length of the
(Unconscious plagiarism is no sin).
day and night, any time of the year,
Too oft. alas; the envelope returns
With all my "stuff" and Just a printed may be ascertained by doubling the
Blip
time of the sun's rising, which will
(Nor e'en the cheque for which the fond give
the length of the night; and douheart yearns),
Declining cruelly each gibe and quip.
ble the time of Betting will give the
Ohl why
don't editors accept my length of the day.
"pomes"
With grateful, eager, Joy. and print
them, too.
Cold Baths vs. Drunkenness.
To gladden with their lilt the
In the course of a discussion at the
homes
Of millionaires? Who knows? I don't. sanitary congress Mr. Weaver deDo you ?
clared that it was almost impossible
W. E. P. French. U. S. A.
lor anyone taking a cold bath every
morning to become an habitual drunkSings Praises of Normandy.
ard. London Telegraph.
A traveler In France writes:
"Normandy is sweet, clean, green and prosHunt Treasure at Mont Pelee.
perous. Its
thatches are
Treasure hunting has become the
the most beautiful, its posy gardens
'.be most sedulously nurtured and Its pilnclpal occupation of the islanders
They dig day and
farmyards the most enchanting In all of Martinique.
France. Its cows are sleek and good night among the ruins caused by the
milkers, Its horses world famous and eruptions of Mont Pelee for gold and
its blonde women even those sea- other valuables.
soned by field labor always sphinx-lik- e
No Dutiful Wife Will Do It.
and often fair. It is attractive,
sensuously speaking, at every season,
Once when a man loses all love for
iind the Normans, with all their droll his wife is when he holds a straight
fears for their pocket books, are net flush against four aces in a little pobad company in the long run."
ker game and she has the four aces.
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.
Dance Given in Coal Mine.
Radium Kills Mice.
There are several instances on recBefore the Paris Academy of Sciord of dances having been given In
coal mines. One such event took place ences, M. Bouchard stated that mice
Borne time ago at SL Etlenne, in exposed to emanations from radium
France. The mine was over a third died in six hours.
of a mile deep, and the guests were
taken down In the cage, ultimately
Thunder Kills Oysters.
finding themselves in a large chamOysters are such nervous creatures
ber, which was brilliantly lit with that a sudden shock, such as a loud
lamps in all colors, hung on the black thunder-clap- ,
will kill many hundreds
walls ot this remarkable dancing balL of them.

Lightning and Trees.
Prof. Assimann, one of the German
government meteorological experts,
says that lightning seldom strikes In
a forest where the trees are dense
and of about the same height. Danger exists only where isolated trees
rise high above their surroundings.

Seamen Delight in Pets.
The privilege of keeping pets is very
much appreciated by bluejackets, who
lavish their spare time and cash on
Borne very strange animals. The Centurion once had a monkey that used to
eat with a spoon from a plate and
drink from a glass with a dinner napkin tucked under his chin the while.
The Ceesar had a pet goose some time
back. Cats and dogs, of course, are
common on board ship. The French
war ship Morceau had a bantam cock
named Boulangcr as a pet, which
crowed whenever the guns were fired.
The German Prlnz Wilhelm had a grey
Btork, and the United States Chicago-haa pig. Doves, pigeons, blackbirds
and peacocks are popular with Italian
seamen, and the unfortunate Almlr-antOquendo of Spain had a pair of
cassowaries as pets.

Mo-tim- er

for-go-

Deer Swifter Than Electric Car.
deer was found on the car track
A. Sturbrldge the other day which
when startled ran swiftly along the
ties ahead of the car. The motorman
opened the controller to the last
notch, but the animal led the car for
a full quarter of a mile and then
leaped lightly over the fence and disA

dyn-Aml-

d

Mother's Comfort.
Little Pearl's baby sister bad died
before it was a week old, and sorrow
reigned In the borne. Pearl bad not
Water, 89.600 per cent; soluble salts seen much of the new baby, but was
(Including free acid), 1.146; lime and Just as grieved as the rest of the
After the funeral, howiron sails. 137; proteid, .800; sugar, household.
E.800; oily matter, .164; cellulose and ever, she seemed to think It was hef
seeds, 2.463. The strawberry Is con- duty to comfort her mother, who was
tinued rather for the sake of its mois- much shocked one day to hear Pearl
ture, sweetness and flavor than for say In the most serious of tones:
any value that It may possess as a "Mamma, I wouldn't cry if I was you.
food and, according to analysis, this I think God only sent that baby on
value Is small.
aprroval, anyway." Llpplncott'a,

Not So Likely to Happen.
If our hearts expanded us readily
end as easily as our heads swell, the
world would be the gainer.
Bank

Run by Negroes.

the officers and stockholders of
a bank in the Creek nation are neAH

groes.

Origin of Lathes.
Nature, as well as necessity, math-e- l
ed the Invention of the lathe, the
Cist of machine tools. It was built
uf.'glnally between two adjacent trees
near which grew a springy sapling.
in some
Lathes like it are used
of the Asiatic countries.
y

Peculiar Case of Strangulation.
An engine driver was attending to
the machinery at Hay's wharf, Tooley
street, London, when the ends of his
neckscarf were caught by the shafting and he was drawn up thirteen feet
fiom the floor and strangled.
Timber That Lasts Long.
Kauri wood lasts perfectly underyears. Jarrah,
ground for twenty-fivanother Australian timber, has been
years beneath
tested for thirty-threthe sea and found sound at the end

Mrs. Wlmlow'n Soothing Syrnp.
Tor children teething, Bofteos the sural, reaucw
pain, euro wUul eullu.

'Mm

Ixnutj.

Dr. Iinvld Kennedv'n Favorite Remedy,

the

Great Kldnov and l.lverCuru. World Katnona. Write lit.
ILauiiedy'a Boua, Kouuuul, N. v., for fret) aajuple UU1.

An Ideal Art Gallery.
Some day some discerning connoisseur may perhaps establish a gallery
In which all the paintings are of children. And if this
collection Is made, It will be at one
d

the most popular and Instructive symposium of art conceivable.
Imagine,
If you will, an array of canvases, each
by a master hand, depicting in all their
beauty of tone and color the shining
countenances of children of an age
when the mind Is budding and life Is a
thing of supreme humor, the world la
a happy playground.
Could one find
anything quite the equal of such a galaxy of Innocent loveliness or a more
bracing tonic againsl the mental and
moral weariness of a money-maworld ? Metropolitan Magazine.

e

LEARNING THINGS

e

of

that

time.

Congo Rubber Workers.
6,000 tons of Congo rubber are sold In the market at Antwerp. This rubber is gathered by natives, who get 60 cents a week and
pay their own expenses.

Every year

Treasure from the Sea.
Sunday and fixed holidays excepted,
it is estimated that $100,000 worth of
fish is dally dragged out of the sea
by British fishermen.
Porto Rico Has No Debt.
Porto Rico which Island pays for
neither army nor navy is the, most
lightly taxed country on earth. It baa
no debt.
Ten Years of Gold Mining.
It Is estimated that some $2,600,000,-00worth of gold has been found daring the last ten years.

0

Sewing Machines In Germany.
than a million Bewlng machines are made in Germany every
More

year.

English Paupers Costly.
Ancient War Cartoons.
England's expenditure on paupers is
In the museum at Turin are soma
rising at the rate of $1,400,000 a year. war cartoons 3,000 years old.

We Are All in the Apprentice Class.
When a Bimple change of diet
brings back health and happiness the
story is briefly told. A lady of
Eprlngfleld, 111., says: "After being
afflicted for years with nervousness
and heart trouble, I received a shock
four years ago that left me In such
a condition that my life was despalrod
ot. I could get no relief from doctors
ror from the numberless heart and
ntrve medicines I tried because !
didn't know that the coffee was dally
putting me back more than the Dra.
could put me ahead.
"Finally at the request of a friend I
left off coffee and began the use of
Fostum and against my conviction I
gradually Improved in health until for
the past 6 or 8 months I have been
entirely free from nervousness and

those terrible sinking, weakening
spells of heart trouble.
"My troubles all came from the use
of coffee which I had drunk from
childhood and yet they disappeared
when I quit coffee and took up tho
use of Postum." Name given by
Poetum Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Many people marvel at the effects
of leaving off coffee and drinking
Postum but there is nothing marvelous about it only common sense.
Coffee is a destroyer Postum is a
rebullder. That's the reason.
Look in each pkg. for the famous
UIU book, "The Road to Wellville.""
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daughter of old Oeronlmo, the
most bloodthirsty and relentless foe
that has been raised up In the path of
the
white man lu the
settlement of the West, is to marry one
of the palefaces against whom her father battled so long. She won the love
and lifelong devotion of her f'lture
husband by the manner In which she
fearlessly offered her own life In order
to rave him. Lola, the "Red Rose of
the Forest," aa her people call her, will
marry Houston A. Ward, one of the
wealthiest and most accomplished
young men In southern Texas.
And
this happy culmination grows out of a
oae
singularly beautiful romance,
A

Southwestern University at Clarksville,
Tenn. He has never been prominent in
Congress.
of

Neg-rne-

.

Great rhangeshavebeen made among
the negroes of Oerman East Africa.
They now use plates, cups, glasses,
spoons,
looking
glasses,
saucer",
knives, umbrellas and occasionally
clocka. They call for aoap and kero
sene. In their market placea they are
seen drinking tea with sugar at table.
The women have adopted
European
clothes, and make use of sewing machines, even In the Interior district!.

blood-curdlin-

the Helen Gould of Chill.
her love for her country

She shows
by building

schools, churches, asylums, hospitals
Her
and dwelling! for the poor.
grandfather and her husband were
Chlll'n Helen rjonld
Americans, .who helped the Chilians to
Senora Juana Ross De Edwards la win their independence.

stoop-shaulder-

Clothing n Ilea
An old hen belonging to Mrs.' M. A.
Stormont began laying late in the fall,
and was so persistent that she laid
twenty-si- x
eggs before she concluded
to stop. During all this time she had
neglected her moulting, and when she
finally got ready to shed her feathers
It was in the middle of winter, but the
old ones had lost their life and were
dry and harsh, consequently there was
no other way but to make the change.
In a short time she was almost bare
and suffering from the cold.
The Misses Stormont, seeing her
and appreciating the value
of her service rendered, determined to
come to her rescue. They accordingly
took the old hen Into the house, took
her measurements, made a suit of flannels to fit, and then released her. Her
ladyship took the matter very philosophically, and hustled off to her com
panions, apparently very comfortable
(111.)
in her new oult. Klrkwood
Leader.
Influence of Rainfall.
Mr. Clayton of the Blue Hill observatory, has a suggestive paper in
the Popular Sclenca Monthly on the Influence of rainfall on commercial
and
political affairt.'. Every severe financial panic In the United States has
with a protractbeen c'.ojcly
ed season of deficient rainfall. The
outbreak of the boxer war In China
was at least partially due to the
of the people by drougnt.
A
severe
winter precipitated the
French revolution. The Russians say
ing that January and February are
two invincible generals was exemplified by the disastrous Moscow campaign of 1812. In the year 64 B. C.
Caesar's legions in Oaul were defeated on account of their scattered stations, and the stations were placed
wide apart because a scanty harvest
had made tnis disposition a necessity.
These are only a few of many ex- ... i
that might be cited.
Enropean Architecture

Mrs. Davis Would Sell Home.
sissippi

shall take this action aB she
has already refused an offer of J90.00U
from a would-b- e
purchaser In the
north. She offers the place for flO.000
if the state will agree to establish and
maintain such a home as she desir.es.

till Fortunate I'nrcha.e.
that a foreman stereotyper
in a London printing works has had a
curious windfall. Going to a Bale of
musical Instruments, he purchased an
old harplschord for 20 shillings, because, having a hobby for
he fancied the wood of the front panel.
When he got his purchase home he
dissected it. He then discovered that
the harplschord had a double back,
and presently between the boards he
It

Is said

fret-wor-

found very old Bank of England notes,
the total value of which amounted to
$150,000.

Mrs. Jefferson Davis wishes the Mississippi legislature to purchase from
her Beauvolr, the old Davis homestead,
for the purpose of a home for soldiers
Mrs. Davis Is esof the confederacy.
pecially anxious that the state of Mis

Petroleum for Greere.
Because of the poor quality of Russian petroleum supplied, the Grecian
government has ordered in New York
720,000 gallons.

Successful PrevimaLtic Gun.
A successful dynamite gun has finally been constructed, according to reports from Hilton Head, S. C, where

the teats were held.
The government specifications called
for an engine which could hurl a projectile containing 500 pounds of nitroglycerin or other high explosive a distance of 5,000 yards. The Hilton Head
gun threw 500 pounds of nitroglycerin
6,000

yards.

The difficulty operating against the
successful construction of dynamite
guns hitherto has been the Inability
accurately to fix in advance the place
of concussion. The shell was apt to go
off In the gun unless extreme care was

taken.

The new pneumatic gun Is fifty feet
length, of fifteen inches bore, and it
weighs fifty tons. The projectile is ten
feet long. Five shots of the largest
size were fired in tw ;nty minutes.

Ambliiilori

Have Sluerurea.
For several years the ambassadors
from European powers to the Holy See
The Russian
have enjoyed sinecures.

and German ministers are Beldom
there. They go to Rome to attend fore
mal ceremonies at which their
la required by the etiquette of the
Vatican, but return at once to their
homes aa soon aa these duties are performed.
The Spanish, Austrian and
Belgian ambassadors are the only ones
that regard their positions seriously,
and. even tbey have nothing to do but
attend dinners and receptions given by
the princes of the "Black" party.
pros-er.e-

aon-ln-la-

full-gro-

In

hcndlng the situation at a glance, he
first thought of aBcendlng the tree, hut
doubting whether he could perform the
feat, he yielded to the girl's hand ami
quickly aprang upon the horse behind
her.
Aa the noble
animal turned, the
horna of the steers crashed against the
tree and several of the big brutes fell
headlong, rolling over the very spot
where the rescued man had been lying.
Their carcasses were trampled to Jelly
by the sharp hoofs of the flying herd.
The
horse bore the Indian girl and the Texan away at the
top of hla speed, but more than 500
head of furious beasta were cloae
to his heels, and it was four miles to a
place of pafety.
"Ride straight to the river," shouted
Ward, as soon as he was able to command his voice.
"I know; I know." replied the girl.
"Maybe we can turn out of the way
pretty soon," she added.
The earth seemed to tremble aa If
convulsed by an earthquake and the
air waa filled with a roar more appalling than the noise of a cyclone. Ward
turned his head and he was surprised
to see the red eyes of the mad brutes
sure-foote- d

ITonton

A.

Ward.

and their white horns almost at tho
horse's tail.
Striking the foaming flank of the
horse with his hat he shouted:
"On, on, Lola, or we are lost!"
She turned her head and looked Into

his eyes.
"Jet me slip off," she whispered.
"TlTT horse could save you; I am too
many."
The Texan comprehended her meaning and In that moment of peril he realized that the Indian girl loved him.
Fearing that she might execute her
suggestion and sacrifice herself to save
him, he Instantly grasped her In h'.s
arms, and It was in that moment of
peril that their teeth was plighted.
Th horse carai upon smooth ground,
and In a short time he began to get
farther away from the herd.
"Right there," says the Texan, "I
made up my mind to love that little
Indian girl forever and I resolved that
if we escaped the danger that pursued
us I would do everything in my power
during life to make her haRpy."
to inThe noble horse continued
crease the distance between his heels
and the sharp horns of his pursuers
until ho again encountered rough
ground.
Ward at this moment for the first
time thought of his pistol, and hurriedly drawing the weapon he poured a
stream of lead Into the faces of the

cattle.

Ward turned his head, and with a
shout of exhultatlon he threw his hat
the
into the faces of the leaders of

stampeded herd as the horse plunged
Into water that the flames could
not cross. The Texan knew that the
hot steers would stop to cool their
parched tongues, and when the horse
had crossed the river he pressed a kiss
on the Indian girl's cheek and whispered to her:
"You have saved my life, and it belongs to you."
And be will keep his word.

fotly

Thimble.
wife-wit-

from being carried away by an unmanChlneae Feeling About the War.
Down here In the south the people
are angry that they should be called
upon to pay anything toward the big
1111 that has to be paid before the Chinese question is finally settled. A well
o
Chinese gentleman said to me
yesterday: "We had nothing to do
with this outbreak. We cherished no
to-d-

animosity either against Christianity
or the foreigner. Nor did the emperor.
This foolhardy bravado was attempted
by a handful of fools in the north of
China, whom the officials did not attempt to suppress; therefore, these fellows Bhould be made to pay the bill,
and not we." Poor fellow! He forgot
that China Is one, at least as far as
paying goes. There Is. therefore, a
Santos Dumont recently dropped' into great deal of grumbling and antagonthe Bay of Monaco with his balloon, ism amonc the people against tbla
but was rescued uninjured by a launch. heavy tax. North China Herald.

The balloon also was saved. The fall
With a population of only 210,000,
was due to an accident to the apparatus
which compelled the Inventor to rip the Manitoba equals in size the whole of
silken bag in order to gave himself Great Britain and Ireland.
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If you don't, there are 2,000,000 fanners In the United Slates who do, and
perhaps: as ninny men in u score of
line of business who do. For one of
tlie great developments of the last
twenty years Is the circular mailing
business, through which one house
send out 1,000,000 circular letters In a
week for one wholesale linn, reaching
dealers In a certain line- - of business In
atntea.
every city u lid tOWH in forty-livEach of th(x letters will lie addressed
to the dealer in person, signed In Ink
by the letter writer for the wholesale
linn, mid sealed in an envelope with a
two-cestamp on It. Yet only the
signature will have come fioin the
house sending It out. and tills fact will
make the cost of such wholesale
seventy-livper cent less than
any method possible to such u linn.
Such wholesale letter writing anil
sue-a percentage of sin ing on the
cost of It Indicate the status of tin?
circular letter addressing concern in
the business world, and that the business is increasing steadily ever year
Is an Indication of Its future.
Twenty years ngo It began In Chicago, The typewriter Just then was
displacing pen and Ink. and blotting
pads and penmanship were coining to
be classed with labor. Somebody discovered that a Circular letter could be
printed In Imitation of typewriter
print, that the Jute and name of addressee eould be written Into It from
a typewriter, and a signature append-x- l
in n most convincingly personal way.
y
thgro
That whs tin- beginning.
is n circular addressing linn in Clark
street, near Randolph, which can send
out 2,000,000 such letters In ten days,
putting 1X) employes to work on the
job if necessary,
and assuring the
merchant fs whom the work Is done
that every letter sent out will reach a
man who has a creditable rating In
Dun's or Bradstreet's. If some mail
order bouse wishes to reach fanners,
tho firm has a list of (Ham XX) in the
United Stales, of which 190,000 are In
the state of Iowa. If sonic Wholesale
linn in almost any line of goods Wlshe
to reach responsible dealers in cities
and towns under KMt.oiHI population,
this circular distributing bouse can put
touch with tens
the wholesale dealer
of thousands of then) In a week.
In
the small city
The general store
or town Is by all odds the most
business lu the country. Its mail
box In the country postoltice always Is
stuffed full of mail from the circular
But even political
writing agencies.
campaigns are aided by these agencies.
Lnst spring in Chicago both parlies to
the municipal contest were served by
this Clark street agency and :,(XXI,0(K
circular letters were ruehed out for
them In ten days.
In this circular writing business Chicago has a disposition to leave off the
personal address to the letter and to
t
postage stamp. New
use the
York, on tbe other baud, finds business methods in using plain white envelopes, sealing them, and putting on
stamp.
a two-Ce"There Is i. certain letter that I can
always spot'ns coming from a New
York agency.' said a well known physician the usher day. "Here's one of
them," and Mating open the plain, neat
envelope be disclosed only printed mut
ter, dealing Ivith tbe national qjestlou
of the sugar tax. .
"Many an envelope curried by a one- eciit stamp is tossed away without be
ing opened," said a circular writing
agent. "Still there is such a Sharp dif
ference In the cost of ibe two kinds
stamps
of mail matter that one-ceare must generally used. The neces- lty of the addressed letter and tbe
t
stamp, of course, depends
largely on the tiling advertised nml the
persons
to whom It Is an- class of
e

letter-writin-

e

111

wrlt-ten--

one-cen-

nt

two-cen-

dressed.''

Hplrttunllaia Declining.
It has hern the general observation that
for Borne years past spiritualism has been
In a gradual decline.
This is the law
wtth everything that is not founded on
tri..- hm rlt. The reason Hoatettcr'B Stom
ach Hitters has been recognized as the
leading family medicine during the past
fifty years Is because It Is founded on
true merit, and has always been found
reliable In cast's of Indigestion, dyspepsia,
constipation and biliousness. Try a bottle and satisfy yourself.

which cost
money! And think
of a husband who presents his
It belongs to the
such a gift!
queen of Slam.
"There is no experience lu life, my
Thimbles were not In use In Slam boy," said I'm-lAlien Sparks, "but will
until a comparatively recent date. The be good for you If you make the right
use of It. Even when you do a mean
king, seeing that ICnglish and American women visiting his court used tiling you hale youisclf for It, and
thimbles, had one made for his wife. that's always u useful exercise of the
The thimble la of gold, enriched with mind."
it is shaped like a
precious stones,
In Winter I'.e Allen - Foot Ena,
partially opened lotus flower, each a powder. Your feet feel uncomfortable,
petal bearing the lnter'aced Initials of nervous, and often cold and damp. If
you have Chilblains, sweating, sore feet
the sovereign and his wife In amethysts, rubles, emeralds and topazes. or tight shoes, try Allen's Fo.it Ease.
Around the rim of the thimble can be Sold by all druggists and Bhoe stores,
Sample sent FREE.
Address
read the date of the marriage of the iic
royal pair according to the Siamese Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. Y.
Itoae of Ihe Foreat."
Lola, "i..
by a sea of flame, rushing furiously on- and European calendars, each number
Looking at the kindergarten pictures
ward toward the place where young and each letter being of alternate diaone day, Dave noticed Lincoln's, aud
knowing
pearls.
lying,
and,
that his monds and
Ward was
after closely examining It, said: "Say,
horse had strayed away and that no
. is die da guy
Miss D
dut let elt
tn
Htntee.
Pensioner,
earthly power could turn the living
coons loose'"
The state In which there is the least
wave of terror aside, she struck her
horse with her whip and rode straight number of government pensioners Is
There is no trick in dyeing. You can
Nevada, In which tbey number only do it jtwt as well as any one If you um
toward the rapidly apffroaching herd.
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES. Boiling
When she rca&Aed the tree the front 275. There are 800 In Wyoming and
tne goods for half an hour is all there
rank of the mad steers was not twenty 850 In Utah, Ohio and Pennsylvania tosteps away. The flames were leaping gether have 210,000 only 10,000 less is to it. bold by druggists, 10c. package.
In tho air over the backs of the anithau the total number of persons enImpatient Husband lou the outside) -mals in the rear and the wind was gaged In tho federal service of t'.ie "What are the Uevolul binary Duugh.
tern doing now elect lug delegates or
blowing a cloud of smoke and dust United States at home and abroad.
quarreling T" Doorkeeper "Buih."
above them. Horns were cracking and
Sappre.al'is Fluiilah
Ward was Just
horsea were neighing.
Dropsy treated free by Dr. H. H. Green T
Three local papers have been permabeginning to move when tbe Indian
Son- - of Atlanta, Oa. ' Tbe greatest dropt
girl bent over the side of her quivering nently suspended by the Russian aulu the world. Read their adverthorities In Finland, while the publihorse and seized his hair.
tisement iu another column of this paper.
"Up quick!" she shrieked. ''The cation of seven other journals has been
the Ag-- d
Mr. U
stopped for periods varyiug from three rlcultun
world Is on Are!"
at all.
Mr. Bo
let Mr.
He sprang to bis feet and, compre- - to Ave months.
165.000 in American

ageable machine.

One
Million Farmer
Firm May Send That Many to
Dealers in One Week Two
Hundred Employes Prepare Them
for the Mails List of Six Hundred
Thousand Names Many Circulars
8ent With Two Cent Stamps Millions Mailed for Political Parties.
Occasionally do you get n circular
letter, braaetuy open, with only n one-cestamp on It. nr sealed in n neat,
plain envelope, bearing u two-ce-

Sent to Two

To-da-

A

SANTOS DIWONT IN DANGER.

IT HAS BECOME AN IMPORTANT
BUSINESS.

h

Think of it, a thimble

In Iapfwi.
Is gradually

European architecture
gaining a foothold in Japan, and must
sooner or later dominate, Just as European styles of dress are soon to dominate. In the hi? cities. In Toklo and
other large centera of population all
are built on
the new business-house- s
European plans. They are found to
be more practicable. The residences
are still of the Japanese style. Some
of the larger and finer residences in
the cities are built like American
houses, but most stick to the old customs. The government does not own
Its buildings, but rents them, and
these, without exception, are of EuroThe Europeans and
pean design.
Americans never stop at the Japanese
hotels, because they cannot do without chairs. The hotels have nothing
but couches'.

g
and
scene of which Is
exciting enough to form the nucleus
of a highly successful melodrama.
It
was while flying for life from a prairie
fire and a herd of stampeded ateers
that the love of the young couple was
dangerous
Art revealed, and In such
surroundings was their troth plighted.
Houston A. Ward, who la certainly
eager to become the
of one
of the most notorious Indian chiefs
that ever shed blood on the borders of
Arizona, la the son of old Shanghai
Ward, a famous mustang king of the
Rio Grande country. The old man died
a few years ago, leaving his only sou
a splendid fortune in lands, mustangs
and cattle. Young Ward's boyhood was
divided between Texas and Illinois. He
usually spent the summers on his father's ranch and the winters in the
north, where he attended achool. Aa
a result of this Blmple career he possesses a fine education and he Is rather
proud of certain trophies won on the
playgrounds and a diploma won In the
classrooms of the college at Champaign, 111.
Ijist summer the grass was scarce In
the Rio Grande calley and Houston
Ward shipped some 400 or 500 head of
cattle to the Indian territory. Finding abundant pasture lands, the young
man remained for some time in the
vicinity of Port Sill, where he made
tne acquaintance of the pretty Indian
girl who will soon become his wife.
The gallant Texan frequently sought
the company of the dusky belle of the
border, often dancing and riding with
her, but he now says that he did not
know that he loved her until one evening he found her fingers In his hair,
and upon opening his eyes, in flame
ami smoke, he felt the earth trembling
beneath his feet, while his ears were
filled with the noise of a cyclone.
Houston Ward had been riding about
over the prairie looking at his cattle,
and becoming tired, he dismounted and
lay down on the grass In the shade of
a tree, leaving his pony to graze at
will. He soon fell asleep and his pony
wandered off to mingle with a large
herd of cattle and a big drove of horses
that were not far away.
The grass was very tall and most of
it was dead and dry. Either some care-lea- s
cowboy had dropped a match or a
spark from a hunter's gun set the prairie on fire. A strong breeze was blowing from the north and. as usual In
such cases, It looked as If the flames
Increased the commotion in the air until a windstorm was driving the rapidly spreading fire before it. The great
herd of Texas steers stampeded the in
stant they scented danger and started
south, bellowing
with terror. The
horses caught the contagion and mingled with the flying steers, Biiortlng as
if a pack of panthers were at their
heels. There were about 500
Texas ateers In the herd and seventy-o- r
eighty head of horses. This moving
mass of frightened animals started
straight toward the tree under which
the sleeping Texan was lying, unconscious of danger.
daughter, mounted
Old Geronlmo's
on a magnificent horse, was riding
across the prairie when the fire broke
out, and she saw the animals stampede.
No one knew why she happened to be
there or how she knew that the handsome young Texan was lying under tho
lone tree asleep.
She saw tho maddened herd, driven

CIRCULARS

MAILING

Cowboy Millionaire Who Won the Love of
a Daughter of Geronimo.

Representative Wheeler of Kentucky
astounded the members of Congress recently by the vehemence of hla attack
on Prince Henry and Lord Pancefote
and on the official reception planned
for the Kaiaer'a brother, whom Wheeler characterized aa a "little Dutchman."
Congressman Wheeler Is serving his
third term. He Is a lawyer by profession and lives at Paducah. Ky. He la
39 yeara old and a
graduate of the

Improvement

A YYE.STE.RN ROMANCE.

j!

NEW MEXICO.

int Nvnl Officer. Hho Got
What They Dcaerred.
Captain J. J. Hunker, commanding
the naval station at Newport, la long,
d
and lanky, and his cheat
looks cavort In. You would have to
Jostle Mm for fear he would fall apart
In
a hundred pieces. He la the
strongest man in the navy, and can
whip his weight in wildcats.
In n
wardroom mess with Hunker once was
one of the worst bullies who ever
the American navy. He was 6
feet tall, a Herculea In build, and could
put a longliont on hia back and park
it ashore. For the first week that he
Joined the ship he made it a hell for
ev&ryuoeiy on ner. on the aeventh day,
when breakfast was over and he got
up to go out of the wardroom, Hunker
asked him to sit down again. He requested all the other officers of the
mess to go on deck and stay there till
he sent for them. They could see In
hla eye what he intended to do, and
It waa a pity; he was thin as a rail
and
bent as if with
a cough. Hut they went out and left
Mm with the giant. Ten minutes later
Hunker Invited them in again. The
bully looked as If he had been through
a meat chopper.
He went to bed and
stayed there for three weeks. To this
day lis is an angel of grace and courtesy.
It will not do to mention this officer's name, but In the navy there Is
a commander who thought It part of
his duty to play the sneak act. When
tne men were In tbelr hammocks he
used to creep In on them in stocking
feet to see if they were talking or
otherwise infringing orders after taps.
One flight a sailor reached up from
his hammock and smashed in his face
with a hammock hook. The officers
of the ahip, sitting as a court on the
sailor, acquitted him on hla defense
that he thought ihe catlike intruder
was a thief trying to rob him. Officers and men will have no sneak business In the naw.
Two

WHEELER OF KENTUCKY

.

i

.

WILL DEVOTE LIFE T

STRONGER CARS NEEDED

by kerosene lamps.
They were
heated by car stoves. A slight collision served to telescope the weaker
coaches.
The broken lamps poured
kerosene over the combustible ruins,
and the deadly car stove communicated
Are to the heap, which soon became
the funeral pyre of the maimed and
Imprisoned passengers.
The lamp gave place to the Plntscb
gas system and that Is giving way to
electric lighting, which employs no
ed

combustibles at all. The car stove ha?
given way to steam heat, supplied from
the locomotive, but still collisions occur, and with fearful loss of life, at
times. The principal trouble appears
to bo that some of the coaches, especially the day coaches, In service nrc
too fragile to stand the grinding, crushing force brought to bear upon them
during a collision. The instant that
one of them yields to the pressure of
the car ahead it is crushed or telescoped and all Its passengers are killed
or crippled. Those who are fortunate
enough to be In the Pullmans and other strong coaches usually escape with
bruises and a few cuts from broken

Wavj of Miners 66
It

may not be entirely sanitary or
perfectly convenient to wear the same
petticoat eleven years without ever
taking it off, but there are probably
many people who would do it for
That is what Mrs. Lee of Jersey
Cily did, and now her son William,
who found the money after she died,
Is trying by law to get It back,' from the
man he loaned it to.
If hemd followed his mother's example anu worn
the petticoat he would have his money
$1,-70- 0.

still.
It is not on record that the possession of the money did Mrs. Lee any
goo-1She saved her earnings while
employed as a nurse in a hospital in
Baltimore and when she left she put
the money In a chamois bag and sewed
It Into her petlicoat. There she kept
it continually, night and day, for the
next eleven years, and when she was
dying she took the petticoat off, handed It to her son, and said:
"Here, William, is your heritage.
Search it well. It Is worth more than
you would think."
William searched accordingly and
found the furfds, but a wily man got
them away from him, and now he Is
poor again.
William's mother had a somewhat
unusual method of preserving her savings, but she was only following a ten
.
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The Chicago

land

to which

writes to the Whltsett Courier: "I've
made enorgh out of my poetry the past
year to buy a new hat and get a hall

(lltltrj
rULJ.EN,

M

cut." Atlanta Constitution.
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ROLLANDETrrV'r::
Ienver,

Is It trie hosft anri uukkv

Building,

d

Mining Mnira a Specialty.

Colo.

Interest Mother..
for PATENTS tn,0,,erKhlPENSIONS
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
Thildren, used by Mother Gray, a Solicitor
of patent,
ami claim. Alun prao- nurse In Children's Home, New York, lieal engineer and machinist. Intricate luechonlcai
a upecialty.
cure Feveri8hness, Teethlhg Disorders, patent chm 307-Century Hulldlng,
Stomach Troubles and destroy worms.
17th find Stout Htfi.
Denver, Colo.
At all druggists'. 25c. Sample FREE.
N.
Y.
Address Allen 8. Olmsted, LeRoy,
HARTFORD LOAN & TRUST Coi
Thin Will

Making Monaco AtlrncllVA,
Pillsbtiry playing chess and
Sintos-Dumooperating his flying
machine' at Monte Carlo, there seems
to be plenty of attractions at Monaco
besides the regular game.
With

nret
HLIH1., PENVFlt.
It may not be generally known that
ami liilmprovtid Itaneh fruiierir.
there Is a New York In Scotland, and Improved
A
few
arid quarter in Kastern Colorado. Town lota
within a short distance of Glasgow. This In Monte
m
Vista and
Indoor. (Inmd Valliy
vlllaRc la marked on one of the railway
ma pa. and la situated on the west shore
W Cholco Lint of CATTLE
of Loch Awe.
i7ntt
rl7It rVVlJCj RANCH K.s, FARMS AND

Orient City of America.
The first city Incorporated In this
country with a charter and privileges
was New York, which was granted Its
papers In 1664.

V

I

FBUTT TRA0T8, Improved or unimproved.
.uh.
Write or call lclorp fmylnir,
11 Kit MAN C. 811 AY, WW Equitable
Uldir.,
Phono WJUL
lH'nver.

Auction lale of Valuable Milk Cowfl
On Thursday. March 6th. next, beginning at 10 o'clock In the morning, at the
Harieroft farm, six miles aouthwest of
Denver, on the Morrison road, there will
be sold at public auction I'm! head of
high grade dairy cows, selected from the
famous St. Lambert herd, formerly belonging to Dr. K. J. Bancroft.
Terms made at time of sale, or upon
application to J. O. A. Carper, owner, 212
lioston building, Denver. Colo.

acres. Runnlnp to the lake, the land
from Indiana to Erie streets Is owned
by the Ogden estate: from Erie to Superior street, by the Newberry Library
General Walter L. Newberry and N. K
Falrbank; from Superior street to Chicago avenue, by John V. Farwell;
frutn Chicago avenue to Pearson court
by the City of Chicago; from Pearson
to Chestnut street, by Mrs. Healy, and
from Chestnut to Oak street, by Gen
Fltz Simcns, the Almlndlngers and H
N. Cooper as the representative of the
Pine Street Land Association. Eugene
H. Fishburn of Ogden, Sheldon & Co.
placed $26,000 an acre as a fair valuation on the property claimed by Street-or- ,
or 14,000,000 for the tract.
The contest over the possession ol
this land has caused the murder of one
man and the Inception of apparently
endless litigation.

DR. D. C. MATTHEWS

DENTIST.

Std of Teeth LU. Save your
on Lu ntal Work, irjy 17th St,,
CurtUmid 17th. Open Sundays
STOCK of
3D, -- ii.. smi Olive.
- Cut to SXO.
Hi
Lnrtfont Stork of llloyrles
ftnil lHcycle Snnilrio.
BANKRUPT

Mistress (nnfrrlly) Look at this. Jnnp.
cun actunlly write my name in the
dust on this sideboard. Jane (admtrinp-ly- l
So yez kin. ma'am. Yez ouphter be
proud av th' eddycatlon yez have. Chicago News.
I

Ht.

Loul.

WHITE Foil
Tires 13.00 per pnirun. f
DETAIL PRICES ON
The atory of Governor Eaton's experi- Saddles, 75 cents
SUNDRIES.
ence with renters and the funny things Pedals, $1.U per pair. )
they do will some day make a book, and
HltUUN A BKGK, II. :.m !...!.
we would like to see a smart genius
write it for the edltlcation of the world.
No matter how much some of them
make, they are always In a hole at the
ASSAYS.
end of the harvest. There are all kinds
.0.75
Oold and Silver.
Gold
of hard luck stoiles. On the other hand,
60 Oold, Stiver, Copper 1.50
Lewi
many of the thrifty ones who started-few years ago now own farms and have
fe'amplea by mull receive prompt
money to burn. Some of these people
a 1 nihil
make enough In a year to buy their
iolri and Silver lit fined uml liought.
farms, and this is by far the best plan
to adopt. It Is an easy matter to get InOGDEN ASSAY CO.,
dependently wealthy in Colorado If a
man will "put his nose to the grindstone
for a few years and attend strictly to
business. Wo have Just such land In the
to this eUnurta
TIHEEC Wanted
Sunny San Luis Valley. In the southern
win.
part of this state. For full particulars U.Ik untl price.IKCCu
(JtNire .1. Bpear.Urutiloy, Oulollulo
102
Zeph.
buildBoston
Chas. Felt,
write
ing, Denver, Colorado.
eat-fi-

RELIABLE
flO

1

CniliT
rKUIl

gM"S2E

Colorado Grov.n Trees

Capt.

yenr under on o liiuuwe-ment.
loiruo tree. Twi ulj-lw- o
COLOItAlHi NUHoLKY CO., Loveland.Oolo.

"When people learn how much nlum
there in in It." remarked the doctor. "It
baking powder." "And
will be Kood-bthat." retorted the profesHor. Helzlng hlu
hat. "will be the cream of

--

y

citt of Toledo,
COUHTV,

Ohio,
State orLuoas

MEN W ANT K I)

for our Colorado Grown Nurwery Suck. liet tree,
in II. h. Lar'e.1 Nurcerle. in lue West. Eslab, ltiSU.
IVI1 UNA'I'lONAI, M llsKltlKS, Denver, Colo.

i

fs

Frank J. Chencv makes oath that he Is tho
senior partner of the Arm of V. J. Chenev &Co.,
doiuij business la the. City of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and thut said tlrm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to Before mo and subscribed In my
presence, this tb day of December. A. D. ISBd
A- - W. OLE A SON,
SEAL J
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
acta directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
Of Uiu Mytitem.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo,
Sold by DriuovlKta, TSu.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.

Asnericas Veterasv Statesman.
Galusha A. Grow, who announces his
Intention of retiring from public life
at the end of his present term, has been
a member of congress at large since
1894, and is one of the most distinguished statesmen of Pennsylvania. He
lives at Glenvood, in Susquehanna

Drop n poHtal card to Ihe I'lKHCK NKKI CO.
l'UEBUP COLORADO, fot their Oatalntfoe of

Seeds and Bee Supplies
THEY UUY BEEHWAX.
H'desnien to well our rolorudo-tcow- n
A U TCP!
Vl I LU uurnery stook.
All ftnek Kuitrttnteed
ntrlelly ftrft cliuw. nnd order ftllw I true to unuw.
Hpeclftl inducement tolocfil went. Hteudy employment and (ffKxl money for active men. Home cboJoo
territory yet uncovered. Write for term".

11

W

The Northern Nursery Co., Denver, Colo.

a

won state
lireniium
Od
Ford CuUltiapes ant) Watermelon!
fni! of 11)01. My garden eced are i ll of Market
fiurdenerH' Quality. All who grow wardens
It 1. free. Write
shoulil have my catalogue.
No garden 1. complete wlthoul my needs.
D. V Hl'llKKI.I.'N KOCKY FOKil (BED

BURF

Nuree Johnnie, the stork has JuBt
brought you it little baby. Wouldn't you
like to see your Tittle brother? Johnnie
Nhw; hut I d like to see the stork. Philadelphia Telegrujih.
Mrs. Wlnalow's Hoothlnff Syrup.
for children teething, softens the tfumt, reduces ttr
ally pain. cures wuidcullc. 35c a buttle.

ELLS BEST SEEDS

IIIIIIKK, Hock)' Ford, Colo.

flummatlun.

AUCTION SALE OF

"I think It was ho unkind of him."
"Why. when I said auntie'H
"What?"
mouth wad u perfect Cupid's bow.' he
ald, 'Yes. but she's too fond of ahootlnK
It off.' "Philadelphia Bulletin.

VALUABLE MILK COWS
On TliunidH.Y,

pki:k tuhacco cure.

U

CAPSICUM VASELINE

She Because
cannot marry you. do
noi bsj disheartened.
You must face the
world braVahr. He-- It Isn't a (jueMtlon of
ve get to face my creditthe world
ors.
1

TROLLEY ROAD OVER ICE.

counter-irritan-

remedy fur pains In the chest and stomucb
and all rheumatic, neuralgic and Kouty
A trial will prove what we claim
for it, and It will be found to be invaluable
in the household. Many people say "It lathe
bent of all of yuu.- preparations.'' Price 15
contH, at all drumMis or other dealers, or by
aendinv this umount to uk lu potUK" ntumpa
we will sou.l you i tube by mull. No tirticlo
should be accepted by the publlo unlesH the
same carries our lube!, as otherwise 1 Is not
CrlHBHKOIJCH MFU. CO..
genuine.
17 stute fetreet, Nkw youk citt.

Teacher Ruth, whnt Is a lullaby? Ttuth
A lullaby Is when you not u. borne:!
baby und it cries.

P-

-

Plao'aCnmlB the best medicine wo ever used
for all affections of the thro it ami uu.r, uu.
O. Emwljcv, Vanlinmn. lu.l.. Fob. 10, IIKK).
A machine haM Just, been installed In
the pension oltice at Washington which
will "lick" and seal 2S.OU0 official envelopes a day. l'nvlously Hie work wus
done by hand.

I

DROPSY,

I

a trolley road was laid on the Ice, and
has furnished no end of pleasure to the
people of the Russian capital. The ties
are set into the ice, and after the rails
ate spiked to them are made fast by

HOWARD

t.

v envelop!
iiiu tests, 10 to

2C

BlRT0N.r,;AKYM,.ts

to am itditre. l.uuot utory eyu
to.

lb.,

glvet

DISCOVERY;

NEW

lalOH relief and CUTtl worn
Book of tetttlmunlbiH und to Imys treating
PH. U. U. UhtkkVtt bOM. lias H. AUMlSaUa.

V'.
Kant Fourth Mreet, LetMlvlUe, Colo.
tirlM: Oold, 5Do; ioldftHUver,1(c; Oold,S. Imeo
$1; Gold.rillverA Topper, II .30. Muilliver A

Ill

)

TUUK3

mt

Take Laxative Bromc Quinine Tab eta. AU
druggists refund money if itfailutocure. Sfia

Thirty to forty miles an hour le
the rulo for railroad trains In Russia;
In Siberia, fifteen to twenty.

IN COLLAPSIUIdi

( PUT

substitute for und Kuperlur to mustard or
any other planter, mid will not blister the
delicate skin. Tho
and
curative qualities of this article are wouder
ful It will stop the toothache ui once, and
relievo headache und sciatica. We recommend it as the best and safest external
t
known, also us un external
A

To Care a Cold in One day

Hpoed or Itallivay Trains.

10

Farm, (inulet

Mrs. A. U. ltuymond, VIM Charles street, Des
Moines, la., has discovered a wonderful euro
for tobacco hatilt. Shels ct rlng-allierfrlends.
She will Bend receipt free to anybody sending
two MM stamp fur postage Write for it

tion should be at least a year old be
fore public libraries buy it. In other
words, it should not be buried with Indecent haste, as so much "Immortal"
current fiction is.

Mureh Oth,

oYlnrk in the morning, at the llan-crw
Ht of I tnvt r, on ihe
u
a
will be old at puhlic unction U6
road, tla-rlieadofhhfh-trruddairy cow, selected frnm the
Lumttert herd, (i.rmei , belonging to lJr. K.
J. llancvoft. Tt riumuai.e ai lime of lI. hi uku
lloaiyn
to J. O A. ("AltPEK, Ownor.
LulldJutf, Denver, Colo.
at

Ili'irlnnlng

--

rock-houn-

'Phono TB.

LewMBM Ht., Douvor,

1331

"Now. Vinrtnta. BniU grandma, "wo'i
iro home In a jiffy!"
"what la n .(Iffy,

Only Two ('onimmiderit Left.
o'treeter lays claim extends from the
Cnicago river north to Chicago avenue
Gen. Olivei O. Howard, in a reminisand cast of St. Clair street and north cent mood. Bays that of the twenty-sevecommanders of union armies
of Chicago avenue from the west line
of the Lake Shore drive east to the during the civil war only two survive
lake. It comprises approximately 1U0 Gen. Scofleld and hlmBelf.

county, and is descended from ConnecAlcatraz Island Where Frank Rakovski Will Suffer.
ticut ancestors. He was first elected
to Congress as long ago as 1850, and at
that time served twelve years as rep"Frank Rakowskl will pay dearly foi resentative. In 1851 he had the dis"Ten years' imprisonment in the military prison at Alcatraz island will be his offense agaln;t the nation wblcb tinction of being the youngest member
of Congress. Mr. Grow will be 79 years
likely to cause regret in the heart of he had taken'oath to defend."
old next August.
Frank Rakowskl, the common soldier
Itfllo I "'in In Scotlunil.
who threatened the life of President
'I lie tirnnte.t of Iron Home.
An Interesting relic of the Roman
"The
Roosevelt," salt! an
The great dome of the capital at
telegraph dispatches tell the story of occupation of Scotland has Just been
the remark that will cause this soldier discovered during building operations Washington is the only considerable
at Falkirk, In the form of a large dome of iron In the world. It Is a vast
ton years of hard work and then a disstone, about nineteen Inches broad, tan hollow
8,000,300
sphere weighing
honorable discharge.
thick, over four feet high aud pounds more than 4,000 tons, or al"Alcatraz island Is a rock In San Inches
weighing probably half a ton. It Is most the weight of 70,000 full grown
Francisco bay. It is some two or three beautifully sculptured In high relief
persons, oraboutequal to 1,000 ladened
high
above
rises
shore,
and
miles from
The ornamentation is divided into two coal cars of four tons each, which, If
the mainland. But. one boat, that a panels, the larger one being at the top. strung
government charge, lauds there, and These panels are separated by a band occupy out one behind the other, would
a mile and a half of track. On
this only at certain times of the day
about one and a half inches broad, the very top of the dome the allegorito
allowed
one
is
No
night.
never at
which is carried round both panels, cal figure of "America," weighing
5
go near the island, and no one lands meeting at an angle at the top of the
pounds, lifts its proud head high In
Sentinels stone. Under the angle Is a beautiful
uiless he has permission.
the air.
coast
and shell-lik- e
guard the
device, delicately executed.
perched high in the center of the is- The upper panel is completely filled
Mer Fiction.
land Is a tower, In which there la al- by a horse and rider, the warrior carMr. Carnegie has well said that Ac
ways a Gintiuel on duty. He can see rying a sword triumphantly aloft. The
every part of the little Island from this figure is pictured In full armor and
post. Guard duty only comes to the bears a shield. The lower panel repve-s- i
nta a naked man a wild Celt, presoldiers of the two butteries of artillery
stationed there, but the prisoners work sumably prone on the ground, bis
shield and weapon lying beside him.
during the day.
"A load of them is taken daily to The profile is perfect and the stone Is
Since time Immemorial the Russians
the Presidio, well guarded, and work in a complete state of preservation.
have used the River Neva, at St. Pethroughout the day around the post, in
tersburg, as their most popular winter
Willing lo I'ajr Ilia Muny.
the national cemetery, and out toward
Readers of Jacob Grimm's beautiful street. The broad stream is covered
the Oolden Gate In the big piece of
rolling laud, i beautiful Epot, with a stories will remember that one of hie for months with Ice ten or twenty feet
flue view of the outer bay and the prettiest tales ends with the words,
"Whoever refuses to believe this story
ocean. It wus near here that the awowes me a thaler.' One winter mornful catastrophe In which Consul Wild-maing a little girl rang the doorbell and
coming hcuue from Hong-Konlost his life. Many lives vere sacri- asked the servant If Herr Prof. Jacob
ficed by the boat striking a rock In the Grimm was at home. When Informed
night, while trying to enter the har- that he was not she said, politely:
"Will you please hand ulm this thaler
bor. There Is an old Spanish fort near.
"Some 250 government prisoners are when he returns?" 'Hhe servant took
usually kept at Alcatraz island. They the coin, glanced at It curiously and
whit It was
are known by nuuibra, and their inquired wnu seul It aud
money myself,"
nauiu& are aluiottt lorgottwa even by for. "I owe him the
"Why? What
tBemselvcs. On their uniform overalls eald the little girl
are great white or red numbers that for?" "Because 1 don't believe the
thick, and here not only the skaters
denote whether they are in for long story about the wolf."
and sleigh riders go for pleasure, but a
or short terms. These numbers are on
It your religion does not sanctify
of traffic Is diverted,
their backs, just above one knee, and your Ule, your life wlil secularize your great proportion
great lnarlK nf merchandise, fuel, etc.,
again on the back of the leg. The rellglou.
being hauled In mammoth sledges.
sentinels are Instructed to shoot to kill
With the advent of King Trolley, the
wron
The
founded
church
from
after calling once to the prisoner to
river has been put to a new
motives can never do right work.
halt.
vm, As soon as winter set, this yot- -,

"kBS'SEiSF"

..

Capt. Streeter's Famsus Claim.

dency which crops out In strange ways
in many people. There Is something
of the squirrel in half of humanity. A
squirrel in a park will catch a peanut
from the hand of a bystander, run a
few steps, and hide it In the ground sc
securely that the man who saw It hidden cannot find the plwhere it was
put. So these squirrel people will takt
odd coins and hide them so that not
the bystander nor that professional
finder, the burglar sometimes not the
hider himself can find them.
Harey B. MacLean, who lived In
Wheeling, W. Va., for many years, was
one of those who cannot find the hiding place again themselves.
For the
first time In his life he was to (save
town. For some reason he could
vei
explain he feared that his bank would
fall while he was gone, so lis took the
money he had saved out of It and hid
it. That was the last time he ever saw
the money, though he broke down from
worry due to his search for it and died
a year later. He had not been in hit
grave two days when his son's wife
She found some
began housecleaning.
old shoes in a closet and had her husband try them on before throwing any
away, and In the toe of one he found
an obstruction. Sure enough, then
was the lost money JS26.18 rolled up
tight and securely concealed.

PLACE OF PENANCE

-

bands, as a woman of ripened beauty
and word-wid- e
reputation fighting for
her second husband's entire estate, as a
determined defendant in a suit to collect $20,000 In lawyer's fees, as a poet,
author, social beauty, and desperate defender of her Impetrhrd character, Mrs.
Miqnie Wallace Walkup Ketcham will
retire from the gayetles, frivolities,
troubles and storms of the world and
will devote the remnlnder of her life to
charitable work In a hospital for crippled children, which she will build In
Chicago.
Her decision has Just been
announced and already architects are
at work on the plans.
It Is stated that a number of prominent Chicago philanthropists are Interested In the scheme, and that It will
iv one of the largest and best appointed Institutions of the kind In the coun-

glajs.
If any lesson Is to be drawn from
the disaster at Seneca, says the Detroit try.
When it Is completed Mrs. Ketcham
Journal, it Is that every car In the
train ought to be as nearly proof sill retire from the world, will take up
agalu&t collapse as the best material her residence In a suite of apartments
can make It. Then, In case two fast In the hospital, and will live there
trains should meet, the cars would only Quietly, doing what she can for the
be tumbled about on the ground, like crippled Inmates for the rest of her
so many strong boxes. In such a case life.
Into the Institution Mrs. Ketcham
the passengers would have a show for
their lives, because the natural Instinct will put her entire fortune. After the
is to hold fast to something at such a building Is completed the remainder oi
time. The danger of a Are horror her money will be used as an endowwould be lessened, because there would ment fund.
be less kindling wood to be lighted.
Monry In Intry.
Who says there Is nothing In "the
literary business?" A Georgia poet

Hoarders of Money Find Queer Hiding Pieces For It.

SADDLES and

After a spcctaculnr and sensational
career as a young widow under suspicion of having poisoned two hus-

--y-

The appalling dlsafiter on the Wabash which caused such heavy loss of
life Involuntarily sets human Invention at work. It Is recognized that the
human equation muat be taken Into account and that In spite of every precaution employed accidents will occur.
Men are bound to make mistakes, and
when they are dealing with destructive
agencies mistakes prove costly.
Our
great volume of commerce, the thousands who ride daily In the cars on
business or pleasure bent, crowd the
railroads with traffic, and occasionally,
in the midst of this mighty rush and
bustle, somebody blunders and calamity follows.
In earlier days train traveled at
slower speed, coaches were more fragile In construction. They were light-

n

CHARITY.
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Whera Ihs Rallrond System of America,
v
Is Defective J

J)enyer Directory.

MUSCULAR SORENESS.
As the result of
and
exposure to heat and cold, or from
whatever cause, may be treated sucHARNESS
cessfully by the timely application of
rout,
yon
nothh
Thr..
St. Jacob's Oil. A thorough rubbing Is
linn. t:l ilnnlilu ham
Intf for rtl; VO rioun
necessary- The Oil should be applied
vigorously, for at least twenty minutes, two or three times dally, when all
pain, soreness, stiffness will be reh
not
moved In twenty-fou- r
hours. It will
also strengthen and harden the muscles. Football players, gymnasts, and
all athletes will find St. Jacob's Oil
superior to any other remedy for outbefore pay hut for name. Cntalog-M- t
ward application, for the reason that for piiiminntion
MUKI.IaKR,
All gondii Htnmpol T'HKl)
free.
its action Is more rapid and Its effect Mill's Larimer Street, Denver, Colorado.
permanent. Thousnnds of people all
THE DENVER TENT I
over the world use and recommend St.
AND AWNING CO. I
Jacob's Oil for muscular soreness. A
jiiraieii, (in Nile In I
twenty-flv- o
cent bottle Is quite sufll- - fTM r r r r
2
IjirinuT Stri'i '.
mi
MBBSMBSDMHBmJSr
clent to prove Its efficacy. In cases
where muscular soreness Is compli5SLKSKr
cated with any disease which requires BROWN PALAGE HOTEL
KiiropfHO anil AimTlrim plan-- H..VI anil lit ami iii.
Vogeler's
alterative,
Curative
tin
Compound should be taken. This Is
OXFORD HOTEL
prepared by the proprietors of St. Ja- blrlrtly
I'npnlnr I'rlm.. O.H. Mnrrn, Mmt.
cob's Oil, Baltimore, Md., who will
fnr pvary known maka nf
send a sample free on application.
fJtniUfU REPAIRS
OEO. A.
.UYB, liirumo or rnnue.
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MAKE
GOOD

CROPS

LANDS Of TUB

Garden, Field and Flower Seeds,
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TOOLS,

CARPEH
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KKKE.
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AMI

Colorado Seed House1.;
pouring water around and over them.
Thus they are cemented down and
practically made a part of tho river's

Farmers and Stockmen:

Dp Und down the level track the cars
whizz at tremendous speed upon what
1, probably, the nearest to the
rc1bed that has yet been found.
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CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

CASTQRIA

Smallest. Monarchy on Earth.
The sovereign who reigns over th
smallest monarchy In the world Is the
king of Coco?, a group of Islands near
Sumatra. These Islands wers discovered about 300 years ago by the
captain of the Keeling, but were comparatively little known till 1825. When
Mr. Ross, an Englishman, visited them
ho was struck by their beauty and
took up his abode there. It is his
George
Ross, who
holds sway over the Cocos.
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Condemns Top Hats.

The Indon Medlcol Press thus Issues a call for heroes: "The top hat
Is ugly, unhygienic and embarrassing.
Its solo claim to support Is the appearance of respectability it gives. If
only a few medical baronets would
drive to their consultations In Panamas and cloth caps they would break
the tyranny of habit over health and
comeliness, and at the same time earn
the undying gratitude of their numb,
ler confreres."
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Snake That Stoic.
While working close to a farm
house at Fulbeck, in Lincolnshire, a
laborer was astonished to see a snake,
over a yard long, swim across a
stream. With some trouble he captured it and found in its mouth a
cheese cake which It had stolen from
the farm house larder on the other
side dK tba river. London Daily E
press.
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Sweetheart's Little Trick tq Test Her
Managerial

Ability,

"Women's ways are inscrutable, and
they do a great many things that
seera to be utterly without point to
men, but It has been my experience
that time shows they had a pretty
row? reason for tho queer tricks they
pluyed us," said E. A. Cobbs of Montreal, Canada.
"For Instance," he continued, "my
wlfo has an angelic disposition. She
lias always had that disposition, and
it was one of the many things that
attracted me to her. After wo became engaged, however, on several
occasions she did things which seemed
to me to be utterly Inexcusable. I've
got something of a temper, and I
would get pretty hot, but every timo
the little trouble passed off she having gained her point, however. This
sort of thing happened several times,
tut we were finally married.
"After the ceremony she never
gave any symptoms of Inconsistency,
but was always as sweet and amiable
as she could be. One day I asked her
why she had done these things during our engagement and If she had
done them merely to make mo angry.
" 'Certainly I did, my dear,' was her
surprising reply.
'I am a prudent
woman and merely wanted to make
sure I could manure you when you
were mad.' "
A

Tale of the Erie Canal.

The crew was Jim an' me;
Jim ner boat again
They both ure gone, you see.
We took n risk, the gale was brisk,
Bilge two foot In the hold;
But what's the use to kick, abuse
A stanch friend of tho old?
SayR Jim to me, says I to Jim:
"It's touch an' go, you get."
j
He says to mo. I says to htm:
"Tho woat'ior's summat wet."
"We're loaded down from keel to crown-- A
draft of (lru hrlck:
We hauled away, fifteenth of May,
To do the Job up quick.
Hut two mile out of the home port
The off mule took the heaves:
He quit the Job, u, played out sport-- He
sleeps, the wilier grieves.
We drug along with lilt an' song
Serenely as you please;
We hit a rock with hefty shock,
An' settled there at ease.
'Twas years an' years an' years ago,
From Amsterdam outbound.
The Mary Jane sagged soft an' slow
In mud her bottom found.
Jim stole the mule, tho gol darn fool.
An' skated out of sight,
I swum ashore in tempest roar,
Dressed In tho garb 01 nlKht.
1 could tell more, but hain't the heart.
On a clo'es line I got
Some trouser legs to hide the pegs
That drug me from the spot.
Horace Seymour Keller.
I hain't seen

1
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W. L. DOUGLAS

& S3 SHOES iil
S3.50
S$5.00
Woak all
$4.00 Custom
Bench

in
thc high uradc leather..
Police, Three Sole. $2.00 and
$2.50
2,UU WORKINOMEN'B, BEST IN THE VYORLD.
$2.50, $2.00 AND $1 .715 Bova. FOR
Dress and School Wear.
W. I.mtkfi and MlU more men's
ma.au ana sw.uu won man any oilier manuIn
AND

- Dong-la-

life.

facturer
the world. The c.Min they are
the greatest sellers is. they are made o: the best
leathers, hold their shape, lit better, wear lonirer.
and hare more value than any other shoes.
W, L. Douglas guarantees Ihelr raJue by stamping his name and price on the bottom. Look for
It take no substitute. B..K1 by shoe dealers
"oj Color Eyelete lusd exorwtutiu.
everywhere.

"AS

ANA JIlMKiW.X

VBsW.eaeKX

GOOD A8

S7.00 SHOES."

Heretofore I have been wearing Mt.OO
. Aom.
purchased, a pair of IV. L. bouwias

$3.30 shoos, which Havo worn every day for
four months They arm so satisfactory X 4a not
intend to return to the more expensive shoes."
WM. GRAY KNOWLES, Asst. City Solicitor, Phtla.
Brookton Lmmda the, Men's Mo Fmehlone of tho MfeJM.

W. L. IHuirUa sum Corona ColUkU In
hlii $8.60 Khoe..('orona oltU conceded
to be the Ones. Patent Leather Made.

8snd for Catalog giving full ln
structlonM how to ordar bu mat I.
W. L. Douglas, Brockton,

now-bus-

JllllL WABASH LINE
"BANNER BLUE LIMITED"
B ET W E E N

ST. LOUIS and CHICAGO
THE FINEST

DAY TRAIN IN THE WORLD.

Leaves St. Louis Union Station - Leaves World's Fair Station - - -

:00

11 :OS
-

-

A. M.

11:14A.M.

7:00

Arrives Chicago
Leaves Chicago
Arrives World's Feir Station
Arrives St. Louis Union Stetion

1 1

6:49
7:03

P.

M.

A. M.

P. M.

P.

M.

Charged for Two Rooms.
Notwithstanding the fart that rates
of board in St. Louis arc not specially
high this World's Fair year, the paragraphed will get in their Jokes. Witness this from the Albuquerque Jour-

M-

esBLW

vSmW

nal
Everyone has hoard of the hotel
room that was so small they had to
paint tho furniture on tho wall, but a
has come hack
tall Alhuquerquean
from St. louls with a story of how he
kicked a hole In the paper wall and
(
stuck his feet through.
"And don't you know," he walled Indignantly, "the robbers charged me
tor two rooms!"
:

School for Weak Children.

about to be
Started by the authorities of Charlot-tenburfor the benefit of children, who
though not exactly 111, are so weakly
that they are very liable to be attacked by disease, more especially tuberculosis. The school Is to be built In
the depths of the Junfernhelde woods,
near Berlin, and the children will remain there the whole day. special arrangements being made to supply them
with their meals. They are only to receive from two to three hours' instruction dally, and are to spend the rest of
the day In taking healthy exercise in
the forest.
A new kind of school Is

g

rs. Elizabeth K. Thompst
of Lillydale, N.Y., Grand Worthy
Wise Templar, and Member of
W.C.T.U., tells how she recovered by the use of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
" Dear Mns. Pinkham : I am one
ot the many of your grateful friends
who have been cured through the use
of Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and who can
thank you for the fine health I enjoy.i
to-da- y

When I was thirty-fiv- e
years old, I!
suffered severe backache and frequcntl
bearing-dow- n
pains ; in fact, I had
womb trouble I was very anxious to
g'ct well, and reading of the cures your
Compound had made, I decided to try
it. I took only six bottlcs.but it built mo
up andcured me entirely of my troubles.
" My family and relatives were
naturally as gratified as I was. My
niece had heart trouble and nervous
prostration, and was considered incurable. She took your Vegetable Compound and it cured her in a short time,
nnd sho became well and strong1, and
her home to her great joy and her husband's delight was blessed with a baby.
I know of a number of others who
have been cured of different kinds of
female trouble, and am satisfied tbat
your Compound is the best medicine
Mns. Elizabeth II.
for sick women."
Thompson, Box 105, Lillydale, N.Y.
$6010 forfeit if orinlrat of a&oee tftttr proving
gmnulnentu cannot
produced.

society Is much rcandallzed

Boston

at the report that beans are thrown
d
couples instead of
after
rice at the hub.
newly-marrie-

At Amsterdam, for Fonda bound.
We hauled the rope away,
An' left tho dock at 10 o'clock
The fifteenth dny of May.
Our boat It was the Mary Jane,

Tea Drunk in Japan.
Is a constant occupation for a Tibetan. In every tent and
in every house the
Is always on the fire. The laws of hospitality bind all to present tea to
Lots of Ailments in the Family.
their guests, and every Tibetan carA young lady who has been visitries with her a wooden bowl of ing at the old home in the country exHimalayan maple by way of a tea. changed salutations with an ancient
cup.
neighbor as she drove by his house.
"Good morning, Miss Susie," he
said, "I hope your folks are all well,
Wife Drove Pests Away.
ma'am."
A Yorkshire man whose poor rela"Yes. thank you, Mr. McKinnlvan,
tions pestered him continually, marI hope you are all well, too."
and
county
in
in
ried the worst scold
the
"No, Miss Susie, ma m, things sr
order to have a guardian who would
protect htm from the importunate mighty bad with us."
"Why, what's the trouble, Mr. Mclegacy hunters. Tho venomous and
incessant vituperation of the woman Kinnlvan?"
"Laws, bless yo' life. Miss Susie,
ad Urn desired effect.
ma'm, all our sheep are dying with
disturbance, ma'm.
some
Silk From Wood Pulp.
Yandcrs three of 'em dead, down
Silk is now manufactured from
the road an' ferninst the crick,
wood pulp, and the only difference an' thar's fo' mo' up yander on ths
artifiand
the
between natural silk
hillside, speechless, ma'm."
cial silk so produced Is that the latter
exceeds the former In luster and
Buildings of Ancient Greece.
takes the dye more readily, affording
At the recent unveiling of a mural
more permanent colors.
tablet to the memory of the late Mr.
F. C. Penrose, F. R. S., In the crypt of
St. Paul's Cathedral, London, Sir La
Automobile Fishing Boats.
remarked that Mr. PenFishermen on the Lake of Neuchatel
are using automobile boats. They arc rose's accurate measurements revealed
driven by a benzine motor and light- how far the Greeks had gone beyond
the use of tho straight line Into comed by electricity. They are
glide noiselessly over the prehension of the hidden curve. He
water, do not frighten the fish and an showed, for instance, that the lines
of the base of the Parthenon were
a great success.
curved in order to appear straight,
and that columns on the same plane
No Meat at Breakfast.
were made different In size In order
Meat is seldom seen on the break to create a more perfect and harmonifast table In Austria and Germany ous Impression of uniformity. It was
nor Is much use made of the prepared Mr. Penrose who directed the strengthin
America ening of the Parthenon after the earthcereals, so popular
Wheat rolls and rye bread form Hit quake of 1894.
staple breakfast food.
Log Pirates st Work.
in Minnesota and Wisconsin
Officers
Needs Them In His Business.
are trying to capture a gang of log
If the man you are with is less than
thieves who are very successfully op45 years old, and you ask him for a
erating on the upper Mississippi, takdyspepsia tablet, he will generally take ing the very best logs from rafts, even,
a little bottle out of his pocket and when guarded by electric searchlights
mechanically give you one. Somcr
and armed men. A gang was detected
vilJfe Journal.
taking logs from a valuable raft tied
up across the river from La Crosse.
Capacity of Toads.
So expert are the thieves that they
The toad Is exceedingly greedy. It succeeded in getting a good string of
throughout tho logs. The gang has a fine launch
feeds continuously
hours con- with which the logs are taken up into
night, and In twenty-fou- r
sumes a quantity of insect equal to some little bay by day. The gang
about. four times its stomach capacity.
near La Crosse is only one of
several crowds of log pirates who
have successfully operated the MissisBride Kept Long From Mother.
When a Chinese girl marries she sippi tor years. Milwaukee Wisconmust wait four months before eti- sin.
quette allows her to pay her first visit
Value of a Candid Friend.
to her mother.
"There is nothing like a candid
friend," said an old army officer the
other day. "When I was young, I
Leprosy In India.
India is the great leper country of found such a one In Major Blank. The
the world. Hero there existed in 1902 bottom dropped out of things for me
over 250,000 cases of this frightful one time, and I vowed in my desperaThe major
tion to commit suicide.
disease.
asked me what was up.
" 'I am going to blow my brains
No Rare Japanese Stamps.
I said.
Japan has no very rare postage out,'
" 'Can you hit the ace of spades at
The most ever paid for a
Stamps.
ten yards?' asked the major.
specimen was $50.
"'No,' I said.
" 'Better practice, ray boy," said the
The "Bird In the Hand."
major. 'Better practice, If you're set
He Is no wise man that will quit s on hitting the brain. Why didn't you
certainty for an uncertainty. Samuel decide to Are at a vital spot."
Washington Post.
Johnson.
Mosquitoes Csrry Fatsl Germs.
Over Falls of Niagara.
Mosquitoes, as carriers of the germs
Thirty-tw- o
million tons of wster roll of malaria, cause 16,000 deaths every
over the cliff at Niagara In every hour. y i tii in Italjr- Wluch

jfTcVjcTl
ft1 ffsiril

I hmatathcdothcslceatbrauii
I Ct ft of your grocer.
I

NCW

Refreshments In Church.
Family pews were Introduced at the
beginning of the seventeenth century.
Some of these had a table and fireplace, also curtains
and window
blinds, so as to secure the utmost
privacy. This led to abuses. In
some of the closed pews card playing
was not uncommon and the tedium o!
a long service was sometimes relieved
by light refreshments. The Reliquary.
Wild Dog's or Central Africa.
The wild dog of central Africa, an
explorer writes, is common enough.
He Is an ugly looking beast, with a
pied body, coarse hair, short head and
large upright ears. These wild dogs
play fearful havoc with game, occasionally clearing out whoso districts
precisely In the same manner as the
red dhole of India, before which even
the tiger is said to retreat.

CASTORIA

EXACT COPY OK WRAPPER.

1

now

WANTED TO BE SURE.

Kentucky Man's Duty.
Jamboree, Ky., August 29 (Special).
After suffering for years with pain

in the back Mr. J. M. Coleman, a well
known citizen of this place, has found
a complete cure in Dodd's Kidney
Pills. Knowing how general this disease is all over tho country, Mr. Cole-mefeels It Is bis duty to make his
experience public for the benefit of
other sufferers.
"I want to recommend Dodd's Kidney Pills to everybody who has pain
In tho back," Mr. Coleman says.
"I
suffered for years with my back. I
used Dodd's Kidney Pills and I have
not felt a pain since. My little girl
too complained of her back and she
used about half a box of Dodd's Kidney Pills and she is sound and well."
Backache Is Kidney Ache. Dodd's
Kidney Pills are a sure cure for all
Kidney
Aches, Including Rheuman

be

WET WEATHER. WISDOM!

I

THE ORIGINAL

w

tism.
The millionaire who lives rich by
robbing the public may uie poor to defraud his heirs.

SLICKER

BLACK OR YELLOW
WILL KEEP YOU DRY

Insist on Getting It.

Some grocers say they don't keep
Defiance Stnrch. This is because they
have a stock on hand of other brands
containing only 12 oz In a package,
which they won't be able to sell- first,
because Defiance contains 16 oz. for
the same money.
Do you want 1C oz. instead of 12 os.
for same money? Then buy Defiance
Starch. Kequl- es no cooking.

NOTHING ELSE WILL
take no Substitute

rerc

CATALOGUES
LINE OF GARMENTS AND HATS,
SHOWINGTULL
A. J. TOWER CO., BOSTON. MASS., U.S.A.
TOWER CANADIAN CO.. LTD., TORONTO, CANADA.

-

-
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BLINDNESS AND DEAFNESS
CURED AT HOME

"Do you favor the impressionist
sonool of painting?" "Why, yes; It has
the ao vantage that you can hang a picture either side up."
RPESCI IX

If you have waak eyei, fa 11 In
orse
Bight, irranulateU Udi
th i vet or aora my em of any kind,
write full
catarrh orofde&fnau,
your case and a trial
treatment will be tent you,

,Nttu

FREE OF CHARGE.

BXCURSIONS,

SI. I.ouIm and

Return nnd Rnnens
City nnd Itrtiim.
August If, 20 and
27, and September 3, 10, 1" and 24,
the Union Pacific will run popular
excursions
from Denver, Colorado
Springs or Pueblo, to fit. Louis or
Kansas city and return at the low
rate of S17.25.
Similarly
low rates from all
points.
Tickets will have final return
limits of fifteen days. Not good In
sleepers.
For complete Information and Iy
llustrated guide to World's Fair,
to K. It. (Irlflln, Ueneral Agent,
!M1 17th St.. Denver.
On Saturdays,

This trial treatment la mild and
barmleMH anil lirvrtiured many aevera
cane. Dr. Moore .rai aMlnid br
two Gorernora, Chief Kveanil Kar Hurtreon to the M lafur the llllnd. and waa alao Pro
i'
InHtltiillon
stui
bour
feriaorof tba Eye and Kar In the American MedlcalCot
Croaa oyea rnlLfhtont'd ly new ualnleaM method.
Write to DR. J- HARVKY MOORH. Kya and Bear
Institute, Suite a&. Odd Fellows' Bld?., BuIjOIbJs.
Hany who formerly smoked 10. Cigars now smoke

LEWIS SINGLE BINDER
STRAIGHT 3C CIGAR
Tour Jobber or direct from Factory, Peoria, IIL

np-pl-

Ohio Mnn I say. Colonel, did you
ever try the water cure?
Kentucky
Man No. snh! I've nevah had the misfortune to be afflicted with the wutah
habit, sah.
More Flexible and Lasting,
won't shake out or blow out; by uhfng
Defiance Starch you obtain better results than possible with any other
more tor same
brand and
money.

I

r

w.ikhiiiih,
MQsfai.ioiiiN
U imhlnutnii. II .

"Successfully
Prosecutes Claims.
Lata Principal Bxamlner U S. Pension
Bureau.

Syrs la olrll war, is adjudicating claims, attv siiioa.

Denver Directory
A $40 Saddle for

1

one-thir- d

$25c.o.d.

For a short time mlr we
offer this aa idle, tfteei
'
horn, double
lined a. in "i ektrts, 1

There Is more fun In courting a girl
thuu there 1b lu courting an Investigation.
The Murine Ye llemedy Co.. rhlrsftv enrt Home
t.ja fiuok Ires. Wrllr them shout your eyes

atlrrup leather,
leather-4xvere- d
in '
rape, warranted In ft-r- y
reaped, nnd equal to Mia-- 1
dlee anld for 40 everyr

The higher tho
of meat the
more food we have for reflection.

The Fred Mueller
Saddle 1 H&rneisCo.

You never hear any one complain
about "Defiance Starch." There is none
to equal it In quality and quantity, 16
ounces, 10 cents. Try it now and save
your money.
The baker who Is well tired Is all the
more likely to
make bread well.

Plso's Cure cannot be too highly spoken of as
a cough cure. J. W. O'Ukibh, 328 Third Ave,
N., Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 6, IKM.
Kven the simple country mnlden likes
to hear some one say she looks "dimply
sweet."
rermsaently cured. Mefltsor
CITS2
I
hr.t day's use of Dr. Kilns', a t Nervs Hector- sr. Sand for I It KK tJS.00 trial bottle and
sua. n. a. sum, i.ui., vsi an-- nircn, rojtaaeipoia, r

rl

A marked man
man of murk.
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not necessarily a
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Catalog free.
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Writ

for OatidoKue.
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Mills
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thn lta
In th
World.
and Blake Htreela.

BitPAlRH of every known make ot
OMJ. A.
stove, furnace or ratute.
JVuone 7V'
I. A W KKNOK 8T..

llliHlNKMs I N 1 VKKS1TY, W.ifTtbv
I VEMVKK
"
I
envar. Hoo4kpinj
Ave. and Bryant,
I
ewriun-- . Summer ratesnow. Fall terns
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..Oxford Hotel.

fr"n Union l"pt, r
Ilenver. One !lucB
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The Colorado Tent

Awning Co.

&

Lawn Bwlntrs, Camp Furniture
Du k House In the Weal. Writs
C'ataloirue. Denver. Colo.

1

(Jum

at

lor 11'" --trotted

Defiance Starch la guaranteed biggest
16
and best or money refunded.
ounces, 10 cents. Try It now.

W. N. U.

W. A. W00DW0RTH,

J. WALLACE,
Public Account
ants' Association of Colorado. F.xpert accounting done on anpllcatlon by tcletihons
or

R.

D'hT

J-a-

DKNVER.

will report In or out of Denver, on application by telephone or telegraph.

en

h m as In dl n ntf r aom , a lag iiluc

and plaoea where
niva are vrouhm
some. Clean, neat
and will not aoll or

Injure

anytalnK-Tr-

them ouce and
you will never be
without tham.lfnot
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I
preuaia rur Mo.
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Howard E. Burton,
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Bperlmsn prices, Isold Silver, Lead, si
Hit.
ver, 76c: (sold, BOe; .incor oopunr, 1. Oranlil. lasts.
tSsJUas
full plica ilslssat on application. Control and llioplr. work eoMsited. Leads-Ill.
Culu. Hal.reuo. larboaalaMal'l Bank.
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BEGGS' BLOOD PURIFIER
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Banking, Etc.
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.WOODWOKTH-WALLACE
Or Shorthand, Typewriting, BooHKeepinf,,
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.' CHAMPA
III. MAIN HUSK.
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THE DAISY FLY KILLER
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When Answering Advert. aements
Klndlv Mention Thie Paper.
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Preparations are being made-foJames Iliff and Piml V n(htleft
the SairGeronimo Festival to
for Oid Mexico last Sattuday, to
be
held
at tbe Taos Pueblo- ont
the winter.
"P"1
sept. 30. It is expressed' tHat
Mr. and Mrs. D o ltooeeii r'- those who miss it will miss a treat.
turned from (ft Perry eprings
latter imrl of Inst woe'..
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Come and See Our Goods and Get Prices.

ABBOTT,

DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

-

LOCALS.

Dr. C. K Baae of Elizil
cde uir camp a visit y.

ci ilny

.

Jlie doctor la always m b loon, a
I litor n Red River.
Id last weeks add of t L
Co., re ruatfe them 8iy SI
r (.'; lip. for tar bafldiny iape
sutead of $2.75, per 100. lbs.
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tho JnatiaaF
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of Denver, nr- morning. He
iuif rented with other Jju
ftie in the Lillian tunnel
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B. J. YOUNG,

Notary Public.

STAGE and

.
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H. H. HANKINS,

EDWIN B. SEWARD,

Maaager.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will Take You to the Gold Camps of
Western Colfax County,
Red Rivftr and
Mr

tie..

Advice and Council in Mining
Matters a Specialty.
TRES PI EDRAS,

Mew Wlex.

Stations at Spfinger, Cimarron, Ute Creek,

DR. CLARENCE R. BASS
Physician

Baldy and Hlizabetbtown.

-

and
Surgeon,
E A 7, A It ICniTOWN,

POST OFFICE STORE.
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eut-tTti-

J. M. Moad had bis organ

nt.,

g

Friday evoniug number ot friends
mot with Mr. Moad and fumily
und e&joyed a mnsical and social
treat. Jame.s Cleland and A. L.
Hartley were the manipulators of
the keyes.
11

property,

B. J. Young bis sons Earl and
Guy and hie daughter M.in Murl,
left today on a pleasure and boei
nM tup to Ralon and Trinidad.
If
arranyementB can
be made iVliss Mori and Earl may
stajp in Trinidad and attend school
iiis school year.

Pau1 Dacca forroi rly of onr enmp
"f Hasting, Colorado, was
but
mHbfru to iimp last week. Be in
fatei flpfwi in tbe Grant Weatem
rcap of mining claims on 1'ls.ck
k iHkifavti ;id also, other valuable
periy in this district.
u
n
a
a rnenaiy iee'i' g lor
B'.ll'
il Riv
nud iu in dopes be can
i' this place bis homo.

u..

1.1.'

sati-sfntor-

i

1

Booklea' Arnica Salve.
HaB world-wid- e
famo for marvelous enres. It snrpasses any other
salve, lotion, ointment or balm for
Cute, Cornn Burns, Boils, yores,
Felons, Ulcers, Tetter, NaliRbeum
l(,ever Sores, Chapped Hands, Skin
Eruptions; infallible for Piles.
Corn guaranteed.
Only 25o at

. Young ia now pui'bouly
of bib Qae8a Storw and
u he will sell cheaper than
;:iully Bootr, r!.0es ifec.
llH is overstoeked,
Rem-iiugba-

Ho

Calicos
"i p josh" Oih
foers flit are

iow-
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at
goods F.
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a in- -

lie by hai'dllng. Go and set
amd be convinced,
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ally aro"nJ expecting
him t dli . ai,d a son ridiiir for
to et Dr. Kit
life, 18 mil.
iSew D.
for Consnmntion,
Ids, W. IT. Brown,
Concrbs m.d
d , endured tkatb's
asthma; bnt thh j
ejjjcnn
icino gava instant
cured him. He
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Frco to the
School books for sale at all times and novels to
rent. Call aud see us when you want anything
in our line.

f any responsiblf. house.

Beit Phillip.
Frank Stnpltn,
Proprietor,.
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1721 Chauiria Street
iver,

Sulieoribf, to tbe
It ia th. Ofiiciul

Organ of the
Red Iiivor Miniug Dkitrict.
It is tbe Oldeut Paper in Taos
CoHnty.
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Metallurgist.
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Arrabgenientc have been completed for the sale of the Gusdorf
Una cf
All kind- - of Indian Made
Mercantile business and invoicing
Gooda and Ornament.
has begun- - It is estimated that
the valuation of the stock will be
Mexicop
between twenty and twenty-fiv- e
AND
thousand dollars. The successors
of W r. Alex. Gusdorf is to be the
RIO GRANDE
Bond Pros., McArthur and Ger-so- n
7
Gusdorf.
R5ILP.
Messrs Gusdorf
and McArthur will have the
THROUGH
F R 0 "if
managing of the business and as
LAKE CITY
both appear to be very enerjetic
i'a tloui U anJ trout the PaeiUe Coast.
business men, it is beleived the
UKC tO
business will be managed with an
equal progressive spirit as heretoil!6,bi380(3Npdfip;te.
v
ID GOLD, MANAGER.
fore.
However our ever sincere
AND GRAND
friends Mr. and Mrs. Gusdorf will
Station al Ft. Garland, San Luin, CnHlilla, Cerro, (JucHa and Jicd
be greatly missed by their many
THH MCOT OtnCCT I.OUTE TO
Klver
friends iu Taos and surrounding
TiMfiaa, sasta Fs $ Mew
Hrii miDjLrjC
villages for the spirit of true
lit ncJiinulu.all tiK. i.rJi!fjl MMTM
CoioMi,
ani Num. jUumIoa.
ch.uhb
FREMONT 0 STEVENS.
friend ship has always displayed
the Toman vmiwi,
itself in a most cordl way to NOTARY PURLIO.
TO ALL MOUNTAIN REffOrlTe.
those iu and out of need.
AU tUioujjiitrlni cjulnwd
puosi'FCJOR OFFICE.

ROr JUt1 AO R

w

1

Onr Motitfaiy Publication
will keep you posted ca our
work and metnodo.

Stationary.

prospects of this claim as a 28 ft.
vein of ore running well in gold
values has been struck on this
!y,
proper!'

Assavcr, Chemist nnii
X

NEW MEXICO.

;

anoics att&

Hill of Twining was
in town one day last week after
supplies aud reports that he is
pushing work on the Continental
mining claim which is located on
the North branch of Red River.
Mr Hill is quite elated over the

'

I

LUSK.

B.

TAOS,

n

Mr. Jas.

D.

-

..ir, Congbs, Colds aud G.ip
rreve its matchless merit for a
fbn una Lung frosbles. Guar-- I
bottles 60a and $1.00.
Ftn sale by F. O Stevens.

re-tu-

W M WX.

Hotions,

What is Lite?
ED RIVER
In the last analysis nobody knows
but we do know that it in under
J. H. MORELAND,
strict law. Abus" that, law even:
slightly, pnin results. Irregular
MINING ENGINEKR.
living menus dera;.emont of the
organs, resulting in Constipation, AND U. S. GOV'T AS 3 AVER
Headache or Liver trouble. Dr. Write For frloon Anl
n, trr
King's Mew L fe Pills quickly reMuiiiag Siriplif.
1 adjusts this. It's gentle, yet thorU W.
At.
ough. Onlv 35c at F. 0. Rteveim.
Kahhau Citt, Minaotai.

'"Hf.KiRH's

1

3t,i

of Omaha,

Kebrigkn, again made our camp r
visit, reachiny here last Friday and
leaving last Monday. He. has a
half internet in the claims owned
by Charles Brink. Mr Theodore
Runtisen of Deadwood, B, D., a
ruiaing engineer, miueralogist and
i.siiayer of eighteen years experience in tue Black Hills, earne in
wiib Mr, Howard. Mr. Knutzen
saperiutenJs and owns large inter- ea,B in miMt ml smelter plants in
tout section and is certainly a
practical mining man of long ox
perituioe. Should thi geutleraen
become satisfied with the various
.ire in our camp, they no doubt
will pat in proc'.sses that will tcr.a
the uitfereut kinds of ores that are
fsund iu onr district.

i
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Q. fjtevena.

All. D. C. Howard

Uarerstiak of EHzabatk
.senied the editor ot this
beentitul lloral denign.
era er taken from Old
noOBtain near Elizabeth-fiv- e
inscription on tbe de--"
.tlles frnm Old Baldy to
Rivr Prpctor" made
('orniner from oor friend
it artistic value ioKe
te it very highly
It is
t the P0..1 ice Store.
Wild Ruin Ft

bhip-;je-

from Trinidad lately, and last

County and expects to
again.

Tmos

15

Prompt attention to all business
intrusted to my care.

Books,

.

MS"!

J

N

LAWYER.

i

Dr. Ji bn Rowaian reports
a iww three foot lead in the
i;aK property the past week. He
v ccn'.idiiu it is tba lead they have
lren prohpeotinjr for during tbe
eight, or lime yearn. They
taken some big osivh from

NE

FREIGHT LNE.

ilivorcc pioeeiitig ugaiuat
li!' h:-- I'cid if be takes her Ui any day for bis horn at Ward, Colo,
Mr. T. Stanley who has ben
ftt$htr' itt4to to do her trading: then
lie ia well pleased with our camp
l&
Turn Trading Company' store. end belieVee it has a great future. spending the past two mouths in
and near Taos left for bis home
i'.upt Jtpwell of Elizabc:.ltowu,
M. D. Pierce and Andy Mannon in Colorado Springs last Friday.
reports .hat the railroad company
are hnving about 10 tons of ore Mr Staub y is interested in mining
tft
cjc,'. a line into Eiiza
tested al the Jayhuwk mill today properties in the Twining mining
fcwbtt.wn, froiM Ruton in 1002,
to find out what process won'd bo district which are
showing up
gjf.eout the information .hat tbe best to treat
their ore. The ore is some fine looking ore. He has
v to
from tbe Carrie mining property
-.
great faith in the mining outlook
tbe road and dirt will icon up
Pioneer gulch.
'
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Gjeo. H. Drown
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THE MORRNO VALLEY

coiiit.it oinit I'c, returned
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if you want vonr

SANTA FE. N. M,

to
of our district wore taken by
Taos last Pridav; R. G. Pooler,
partiehe psU.eek.
T. P. Martin, Alex and Gerson
Thin he lpn beautiful buying (Susdorf. and a. Glouthier.
weather and those who hAve hay
County Sheriff Faustm Trujillo
to pet no are pushing work.
left for Tres Piodras Siturd-in
Mr. and Mrs. J M. Mond, their search of Sn boys who have
daughter Eel her and Miea Annie broken open some box c:!rsatthat
Heat
juesla last Saturday place. We Understand the boys
Before buying your wiutcr.'. sup- iiave been overtaken at Chama
plies read the Xeos Trading Go's and put Rnder arrest.
Add on tbe first
ige which will
A Bubogription paper has been
toll you where to buy j;oods cheap.
e
in circnl'atiou lately for the
of
raising
to
fund
repl
M.H.W'ilhamF, bridge foreran n of
ice
tneSntaFe Railroad Coirppng, nd the oid Bag with a new one which
Htdtioued at Dae Vega , wav!,
ty is needed very badly.
The Fi- il
of frienilri bVe been
a nance vtnimiitr.ee nns ree-very!
few days at the bead .of k .i river. successful mid the people ot Taos
are to be congratulated for the
.1. W. Hartley who has been visiting bid brother A. L. Hartley, loyalty displayed iu coutribu-icand looking over tbe enmp, left to- so freely.
oat-ai- d
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